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Abstract. We discuss the nature and sequence of phase transitions in two-dimensional systems with continuous degeneracy,
in which other factors must be taken into account in addition to
the interaction of point-like topological excitations, namely, the
existence of an additional discrete degeneracy (which leads to
the possibility of domain wall formation), the removal of accidental degeneracy by fluctuations, the formation of solitons,
and the presence of a random potential acting on vortices.
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Formally, we discuss various modifications of the two-dimensional XY model, while physical objects that can be described by
such models are various arrays of superconducting junctions
and noncollinear planar antiferromagnets.

1. Introduction
In the 1970s, it was found that in a broad class of twodimensional systems with continuous degeneracy (including,
in particular, planar ferromagnets [1 ± 5], superfluid [6] and
superconducting [7] films, thin liquid-crystal films [8], and
two-dimensional crystals [9 ± 11]), the phase transition into a
disordered state that occurs as the temperature increases can
be adequately described in terms of the dissociation of pairs of
logarithmically interacting point-like topological excitations,
i.e., vortices, dislocations, or disclinations (see also the review
articles in Refs [12 ± 15]). This raised interest in the experimental studies of various two-dimensional systems with
continuous degeneracy, including systems whose thermody-
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namic properties cannot be fully incorporated into the above
picture. An example that first comes to mind is the artificially
fabricated superconducting objects with a discrete structure,
such as Josephson junction arrays [16, 17] placed in an
external magnetic field. Such systems are characterized by a
combination of continuous and discrete degeneracies.
The main purpose of this review is to discuss the structure
of the ordered states, the nature of phase transitions, and the
shape of the phase diagrams of two-dimensional systems with
continuous degeneracy, whose thermodynamics can be
adequately described only if, besides taking the logarithmic
interaction of point-like topological defects into account, we
allow for other important factors. Several situations of
interest in various contexts are considered:
(1) when the classification of topological excitations in the
system incorporates, besides point-like objects, linear objects
such as domain walls or solitons, which in turn leads to the
emergence of a new class of defects, vortices with a fractional
topological charge;
(2) when the ground states have, besides a purely
symmetry-related degeneracy, additional degeneracy not
related to the symmetry of the Hamiltonian, and therefore
establishing the nature of ordering at low temperatures
requires analyzing the free energy of small fluctuations near
the ground states (in the harmonic approximation or with
allowance for anharmonicity); and
(3) when because of the presence of disorder in the system,
the logarithmically interacting point-like defects are affected
by a random potential.
Formally speaking, here we are dealing with various
modifications of the two-dimensional XY model, i.e., frustrated, antiferromagnetic, with an additional minimum in
the interaction, and with a random phase shift (when the
differences are substantial, these modifications are analyzed
using lattices with different geometries). From the physical
standpoint, however, the results discussed in what follows can
be used to describe arrays of Josephson, or SFS (superconductor ± ferromagnet ± superconductor) junctions, networks of thin superconducting wires, noncollinear planar
antiferromagnets, and thin films of a superfluid Fermi liquid
with p-pairing (in the absence of an external magnetic field or
in the presence of such a field).
Section 2, which is a brief review of the well-known
properties of the conventional two-dimensional XY model,
introduces the necessary concepts and gives a brief description of the methods intensively used in what follows.
Section 3 discusses the possibility of using XY models to
describe Josephson junction arrays and networks of superconducting wires, and also introduces the notion of frustrated
XY models [18], widely used to describe similar hybrid
structures in a transverse magnetic field. A sizable portion
of the review (Sections 4 ± 6) is devoted to the analysis of such
models in the most interesting case where the magnetic field
magnitude corresponds to a half-integer number of flux
quanta per unit cell. These models are commonly known as
fully frustrated (FF) [20].
Section 4 deals with the problem of a fully frustrated XY
(FFXY) model on a square lattice, a statistical-physics model
that has been studied most intensively among the models in
which continuous degeneracy is combined with discrete
degeneracy. In this model, discrete degeneracy is the simplest
one, twofold [19]. This suggests that besides the Berezinskii ±
Kosterlitz ± Thouless (BKT) phase transition [1 ± 5], caused
by vortex-pair dissociation and occurring at T  Tv , the
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system may undergo a second phase transition (of the Ising
type) associated with domain-wall formation and occurring
at T  Tdw [20].
The question of the sequence in which these phase
transitions occur is highly nontrivial. The problem is that
the interaction of domain walls and vortices is of a nonperturbative nature and stems from the existence of a new
class of topological excitations, fractional vortices [21, 22],
forming on defects of the domain walls. This greatly limits the
possible scenarios of events. It is important here that on a
single domain wall at T  Tk < Tv , there occurs a phase
transition related to the dissociation of pairs of logarithmically interacting kinks [23, 24]. This leads (for T > Tk ) to the
loss of coupling between phase fluctuations on both sides of
the wall, which in turn ensures that the inequality Tv < Tdw is
satisfied, at least if the phase transition at T  Tdw is
continuous [24].
If the domain-wall energy were an adjustable parameter,
allowing varying Tdw independently of Tv and Tk , a decrease
of this parameter (at Tdw  Tk ) would lead to a merger of the
two phase transitions into one (most probably, first-order),
and only after further lowering Tdw severalfold would there be
a new splitting of the phase transitions [21]. In the new mode,
the loss of phase coherence would be related to the dissociation of pairs of fractional vortices and would occur as a
separate phase transition at T  Tfv > Tdw . Unfortunately,
the addition of the interaction with more distant neighbors to
the Hamiltonian of the FFXY model on a square lattice does
not allow varying Tdw and Tv independently [25]. Hence, in
this case, too, only one of the three above-mentioned
scenarios of the violation of the U 1  Z2 ordering, in
which Tv < Tdw , occurs in the system under consideration.
However, it so happens that as the interaction with the
next-to-nearest neighbors increases, a phase transition of a
quite different nature occurs, related to the reconstruction of
the ground state, which leads to the disappearance of discrete
degeneracy and the emergence of additional continuous
degeneracy [26] not related to symmetry (i.e., accidental
degeneracy). Therefore, establishing the complete structure
of the phase diagram of the FFXY model with a square lattice
and the interaction involving not only the nearest neighbors
[25] becomes possible only if we take the free energy of
harmonic fluctuations into account, which lifts the accidental degeneracy.
Section 5 is devoted to the analysis of the antiferromagnetic XY model on a triangular lattice [the AFXY(t) model].
In the absence of an external magnetic field, it is given by the
FFXY model, whose ground state on a triangular lattice has
the same U 1  Z2 degeneracy [27] as in the case of a square
lattice. Analysis of the structure of the domain walls and of
the properties of the elementary defects on these walls [28]
suggests that all the conclusions drawn in Section 4 regarding
the properties of fluctuating domain walls and the sequence of
phase transitions in the FFXY model remain valid for a
triangular lattice [24].
A remarkable property of a planar antiferromagnet with
a triangular lattice is that the continuous degeneracy of the
ground state is preserved [29] even when an external
magnetic field is applied that destroys the symmetry
responsible for the existence of continuous degeneracy in
the absence of the field. The difference in the free energy of
spin waves lifts this accidental degeneracy [30 ± 32] and
results in the occurrence of three different ordered phases
with a three-sublattice structure [29]. A characteristic feature
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of all these phases is the existence of a real long-range order
in the orientation of spins belonging to the same sublattice,
while the phase transitions between them belong to the Ising
universality class [32].
In Section 6, the planar antiferromagnet with a kagome
lattice and the nearest-neighbor and next-to-nearest-neighbor
interactions is presented as another example of a system with
the combined U 1  Z2 degeneracy. However, in contrast to
the models discussed in Sections 4 and 5, the domain-wall
energy is here an adjustable parameter, determined by the
interaction of next-to-nearest neighbors and vanishing as the
interaction disappears [33]. This encourages the discussion of
an alternative sequence of phase transitions [22], when infinite
domain walls appear at a temperature lower than that at
which the loss of phase coherence occurs due to the
dissociation of pairs of fractional vortices.
It turns out that in this situation, the domain walls are not
at all of the Ising nature, because their formation leads to the
mixing of six different vacua. The renormalization-group
analysis based on the equivalence of the domain walls in the
model under study and the steps in the 2  2-dimensional
analog of the crystal surface and allowing for the mutual
influence of topological excitations of various types makes it
possible to show that the temperature of the phase transition
in which such domain walls emerge depends on the wall
energy per unit length not linearly but much more slowly [34].
This leads to an extremely narrow range of parameter values
at which the scenario with Tdw < Tfv is realized.
When only the nearest neighbors are involved in the
interaction, the domain-wall energy vanishes, which leads to
the exponential degeneracy (in the number of sites in the
system) of the ground state [35], not related to symmetry. This
accidental degeneracy is lifted when the free energy of spin
waves is taken into account. But because the Hamiltonian
describing harmonic fluctuations in the given model has the
same form for all ground states, this happens only when
anharmonicity is taken into account. Due to the smallness of
the dimensionless parameter characterizing the domain-wall
free energy induced by fluctuations, the two phase transitions
must occur in this situation at very different temperatures,
Tdw  10ÿ3 Tfv [34]. In the low-temperature phase (for
T < Tdw ), the long-range order in the discrete degrees of
freedom is then characterized by macroscopically large values
of the correlation radius [36], which makes observation of
such an order very difficult.
As in the case of a triangular lattice, the results in Section 6
can be used to describe not only planar antiferromagnets but
also Josephson junction arrays and networks of superconducting wires with a half-integer number of flux quanta per
triangular cell and lattices of p-junctions in the absence of a
magnetic field. In such systems, it is the magnetic interaction
of currents that lifts the accidental degeneracy [37].
In contrast to Sections 4 ± 6, where models whose ground
states are characterized by a combination of continuous
degeneracy and discrete degeneracy are analyzed, Sections 7 ± 9 are devoted to effects that may manifest themselves
in a system with the purely continuous U 1 degeneracy.
Section 7 discusses a modification of the conventional (i.e.,
nonfrustrated) XY model in which the ground state degeneracy is the same as in the standard version but, in addition to
vortices, solitons play an important role in the thermodynamics of the system (solitons are linear defects whose
existence is determined by a specific type of interaction,
which exhibits an additional minimum [38 ± 40] and is a
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typical feature of SFS junctions near the transition to the
p-state [41 ± 43]). In contrast to domain walls, solitons are not
unremovable topological singularities and may therefore
have end points (which are vortices with a half-integer
topological charge; see [44 ± 46], however).
The partition function of this model can be represented as
the partition function of a Coulomb gas of half-integer
charges coupled to binary variables of the Ising type. This
suggests that if the soliton energy is low, the BKT transition
splits into two phase transitions, one of which is of the Ising
type and is related to the vanishing of the soliton free energy,
and the other belongs to the BKT universality class and is
related to the dissociation of pairs of vortices with an integer
topological charge [44 ± 46]. In the intermediate phase, the
superfluid density remains finite. However, what is coherent
is not the motion of Cooper pairs (the pair correlation
function of the order parameter decays exponentially) but
that of pairs of Cooper pairs [47, 48].
Section 8 demonstrates that a similar mechanism of
phase-transition splitting [49] operates in both superfluid
phases of a Fermi liquid with p-pairing, which are characterized by a much more complicated order parameter [50 ± 52].
Here, the effective strength of the spin ± orbit coupling, which
determines the soliton energy and allows controlling the
magnitude of splitting [49], can be reduced in an arbitrary
way by placing the film in a magnetic field perpendicular to it
[49, 53].
Section 9 discusses the two-dimensional XY model with a
random phase shift, which in terms of vortices corresponds to
a random potential with logarithmically divergent correlations [54]. Examining the effect of such disorder on the
divergence of the leading correction to the interaction of
vortices in powers of fugacity, Rubinstein et al. [54] concluded
that such a system must have a reentrant transition into the
disordered state as the temperature decreases (even if the
disorder is arbitrarily weak). Analysis of higher-order
corrections shows that such an approach is inadequate,
because at any point of the phase diagram, a significant
fraction of such corrections proves to be divergent [55 ± 57],
which, generally, could indicate instability of the ordered
phase.
A more careful analysis, based on the expansions in the
concentration of vortex pairs, enables constructing a phase
diagram in which the ordered phase has a stability region, but
there is no reentrant transition into the disordered phase [58 ±
62]. The value of the critical disorder amplitude at low
temperatures can then be found by analyzing the probability
of the spontaneous formation of a single vortex [60]. The
model discussed in Section 9 can be used to describe a
Josephson junction array with geometric irregularities in the
presence of a transverse magnetic field whose magnitude
corresponds (on the average) to an integer number of flux
quanta per lattice cell [63], and also planar magnets with the
random Dzyaloshinsky ± Moriya interaction [64, 65].

2. The conventional XY model
If we ignore quantum fluctuations, a two-dimensional planar
ferromagnet can be described by what is known as the XY
model (the model of planar rotators), which is specified by the
Hamiltonian [1, 66]
X
HXY  ÿJ
cos ji ÿ jj  ;
1
i j
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where J > 0 is the effective coupling constant, jj is the angle
of rotation (phase) of a unit spin Sj  cos jj ; sin jj  located
at the site j of a regular (e.g., square) lattice, and summation is
performed over all pairs of nearest neighbors i j in the lattice
(we always use parentheses to indicate pairs of nearest
neighbors).
Hamiltonian (1) corresponds to the purely exchange-type
interaction of spins. The continuous analog of (1),
H

1
J d2 r Hj2 ;
2

2

where the variable j is also defined up to a shift by 2p, can be
used to describe thin films of superfluid Bose liquid [6] and
superconducting films (the latter on not too great a scale [67]).
The ground state of the XY model is a state in which all
the variables jj are equal. Because the Hamiltonian is
symmetric with respect to a simultaneous rotation of all
spins, this state is degenerate with respect to the group of
two-dimensional rotations O 2 [isomorphic to U(1)], while
the degeneracy space is a circle, i.e., the one-dimensional
sphere S1 .

2.1 The low-temperature phase
At the lowest temperatures, the leading contribution to the
thermodynamics of systems with continuous degeneracy is
provided by small fluctuations near the ground state (spin
waves). Berezinskii [1] and Wegner [66] found that the
presence of such fluctuations leads to a power-law decay of
the correlation function


C r  exp i jjr ÿ jj  / jrjÿZ
at large distances. Here, Z  T=2pG, where G is the helicity
modulus [68], which determines the energy of spin waves in
the long-wavelength limit (the analog of superfluid density).
The value of G
pat
 T  0 is J for model (1) with a square
lattice, and G  3 J for a triangular lattice. The helicity
modulus G decreases as the temperature grows because
thermal fluctuations renormalize its magnitude. If not stated
otherwise, we assume in what follows that the temperature T
is expressed in energy units, i.e., incorporates the Boltzmann
constant kB as a factor.
The existence of a temperature range within which C r
decreases in accordance with a power law means that as the
temperature increases, there occurs a phase transition,
because for T 4 J, the same correlation function must decay
exponentially. Because no long-range order is possible for
T > 0 in two-dimensional systems with continuous degeneracy of the order parameter [68 ± 73], in what follows, for
brevity, we call the low-temperature phase with a power-law
decrease of C r (known as the Berezinskii phase) ordered,
although it would be more correct to call it `quasiordered.'

2.2 Vortices and the phase transition
As the temperature increases, vortices begin to play a
dominant role in the thermodynamics of two-dimensional
systems with the U(1) degeneracy [2 ± 4]. A vortex is a
topological singularity going around which changes the
phase by 2pm, where m is an integer called the topological
charge of the vortex. From the energy standpoint, we can
limit ourselves to vortices with a minimum topological
charge, m  1. When a lattice system is involved, a vortex
can be associated with a configuration of the jj that is a local
minimum of the Hamiltonian and is centered at a certain unit

Figure 1. Example of a vortex with a topological charge 1 on a square
lattice.

cell of the lattice, going around which (along an arbitrary
path) leads to a phase increment (Fig. 1).
The energy of a single vortex, Ev , diverges logarithmically
as the system size L increases:
Ev  pG ln L :
Because the entropy of a single vortex, Sv , which is the
logarithm of the number of possible positions of the vortex
in the lattice, diverges in the same way, the free energy of the
vortex
Fv  Ev ÿ TSv  pG ÿ 2T  ln L ;
vanishes at T  Tv  p=2G [3]. At higher temperatures, one
can expect the system to contain free vortices, which results in
the correlation function C r decaying exponentially (because
each vortex leads to a strong change in j even far from its
core). When T < Tv , vortices can exist only as neutral bound
pairs, whose presence has no effect on the power-law decay of
C r. The phase transition related to the vortex-pair dissociation and the change in the behavior of the correlation function
C r at large distances is commonly known as the Berezinskii ± Kosterlitz ± Thouless (BKT) transition.

2.3 The Coulomb-gas representation
The partition function of the XY model can be represented as
Y p djj  Y
w ji ÿ jj  ;
3
ZXY 
ÿp 2p
j
i j
where



V y
w y  exp ÿ
T

is a weight factor that depends on the angle yij  jj ÿ ji of
relative rotation of two neighboring spins, with V y being the
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energy of interaction of these spins. In the conventional XY
model (1), the function V y is
V0 y  ÿJ cos y :
That the thermodynamics of the XY model can be
analyzed exclusively in terms of a gas of logarithmically
interacting topological excitations becomes obvious when
we somewhat change the form of the function V y that
describes the interaction of neighboring spins, i.e., replace
V0 y with the Berezinskii ± Villain interaction VBV y [74,
75], defined as




1
X
VBV y
J
wBV y  exp ÿ
exp ÿ

y  2pp2 ;
T
2T
p  ÿ1
4
and exhibiting the same periodicity and symmetry as V0 y.
When J 4 T, the Berezinskii ± Villain function VBV y is
everywhere (with the exception of a small neighborhood of
y  p) close to a parabola:
VBV

J
y  const  y2 :
2
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For generality, we have also included the fugacities Y m of
the Coulomb-gas charges in (5). They become equal to unity
under the formal transition from (3) to (5), but change in the
renormalization process (see Section 2.5).
In the case of a square lattice, the Fourier transform of
G0 R is given by
G0 q 

4p2 J
;
2 1 ÿ cos qx   2 1 ÿ cos qy 

9

while the difference G0 0 ÿ G0 R for R 6 0 is very close to
2pJ ln jRj  p=2 [76], which allows assuming that
G0 R 6 0  G0 0 ÿ 2pJ ln jRj ;

 2
p J 2
m :
Y m  exp ÿ
2 T
In the long-wavelength limit jqj 5 1, for any lattice that
introduces no anisotropy,
G0 q 

4p2 G
:
q2

10

Clearly, in this limit, the use of VBV y instead of V0 y
amounts to ignoring anharmonicity. In the opposite limit,
when J 5 T, the function


T
VBV y  const ÿ 2T cos y exp ÿ
2J

This expression can also be used for continuous model (2),
but then the computation of the energy of the vortex core,
whose value determines Y, requires going beyond the
approximation that takes only phase fluctuations into
account.

coincides, with exponential accuracy, with V0 y but with an
entirely different coupling constant,


T
Jeff  2T exp ÿ
5J:
2J

2.4 Vortex pairs and the correction to the helicity modulus
The function G0 R1 ÿ R2  in (6) describes the bare interaction
of the charges comprising the Coulomb gas and located at
points R1 and R2 . The full (i.e., renormalized) interaction may
be defined as the response of the system to the addition of two
infinitely small test charges (located at R1 and R2 ) and can be
written as

If we substitute (4) in partition function (3), it becomes
possible to integrate over all variables jj , because the
integration becomes Gaussian for such a choice of w y. As
a result, the partition function acquires the form (up to an
insignificant factor) of the partition function of a Coulomb
gas,



1
Y X
HCg fmR g
ZCg 
Y mR  exp ÿ
;
5
T
mR  ÿ1
R
with the Hamiltonian
HCg 

1 X
mR1 G0 R1 ÿ R2 mR2 ;
2 R ;R
1

6

2

where the integer-valued variables mR (the charges in the
Coulomb gas) may be considered defined at the sites R of the
dual lattice. Each of these variables is a sum of the integer
variables pi j  ÿpj i , defined on the bonds of the original
lattice along the perimeter of the unit cell containing the site
R, and may be identified with the topological charge of this
cell.
The interaction G0 R1 ÿ R2  in (6) is of the form
^ ÿ1 ;
G0 R1 ÿ R2   4p2 J ÿD
R1 R2

7

^ is the Laplace operator defined on the dual lattice,
where D
and is logarithmic for large distances:
G0 0 ÿ G0 R  2pG ln jRj :

8

G R1 ÿ R2   G0 R1 ÿ R2 
ÿ

1 X
G0 R1 ÿ R10  S R10 ; R20  G0 R20 ÿ R2  :
T R0; R0
1

11

2

The first term in the right-hand side of (11) is simply the
bare interaction of the test charges, and the second term is the
fluctuation correction to their interaction and involves
S R1 ; R2   hmR1 mR2 i ;

12

the correlation function of charges in the Coulomb gas, which
in the homogeneous case depends, naturally, only on
R1 ÿ R2 .
If we assume that all the vortices are bound into neutral
pairs separated by large distances, the leading contribution to
S R1 ; R2  at R1 6 R2 is related to the probability of one
vortex in a pair being located at R1 and the other at R2 . In the
leading order in Y  Y 1, this contribution can be written
as
S R1 ; R2   ÿ2W R1 ÿ R2  ;

13

where



Epair R
W R  Y 2 exp ÿ
T

14
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is the weight factor for a pair of vortices with topological
charges m  1 whose energy is Epair  G 0 ÿ G R, and
the factor 2 occurs because there are two options for the
arrangement of charges in a pair. At the same time, the
neutrality of the pairs implies that
X
S R 1 ; R1   ÿ
S R1 ; R2  :
15
R2 6 R1

Substituting (8) and (12) ± (15) in (11) shows that the
correction to the helicity modulus caused by the presence of
neutral coupled pairs is given by the formula [5, 77]
2p2 G 2 X 2
R W R :
16
dG  ÿ
T
R
JoseÂ et al. [76] constructed a similar expression on the basis of
the form of the vortex contribution to the correlation function
C r. Substituting Epair  2pG ln jRj in (16) shows that dG
diverges at the same temperature at which the divergent
contribution to the free energy of a single vortex vanishes.

2.5 Renormalization-group analysis
A recursive procedure that allows taking the reduction of the
helicity modulus into account as we move to larger and larger
scales (i.e., larger and larger vortex pairs) was developed by
Kosterlitz [5]. This procedure leads to renormalization
equations for G and Y of the form
dG
G2 2
Y ;
 ÿ4p 3
T
dl


dY
pG
 2ÿ
Y;
dl
T

17

where l is the logarithm of scale. Similar equations describe
renormalization in a one-dimensional gas with the logarithmic interaction, provided that the signs of the charges
alternate regularly [78].
The behavior of the renormalization-group flows determined by Eqns (17) is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.
Clearly, in the low-temperature phase, Y is renormalized to
zero at large scales and G tends to a finite limit, while in the
high-temperature phase, the renormalized value of the
helicity modulus G T   G l  1; T  tends to zero. A
phase transition occurs when the value of G T  satisfies the
so-called universal Nelson ± Kosterlitz criterion [6],
p
Tv  G Tv  :
2

18

Y
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In the case of a superfluid film, this criterion means that the
ratio of the superfluid density rs to the transition temperature
Tv as T ! Tv ÿ 0 is universal [6]:
 2
rs Tv  2 m

:
Tv
p 
h
Because the value of G (or rs ) abruptly changes from a finite
value to zero at T  Tv , it is often said that the jump in G (or in
rs ) is universal.
The results of Monte Carlo simulation show that in the
standard XY model with V y  ÿJ cos y and a square
lattice, the BKT transition occurs at Tv  0:89 J [79 ± 83],
while on a triangular lattice, Tv  1:45 J [84]. The hightemperature expansion on a triangular lattice yields [85, 86]
Tv  1:45ÿ1:47 J :
In both cases, the transition temperature proves to be nearly
two times lower than the value that follows from the naive
estimate
p
Tv  G T  0 ;
2
which ignores renormalization.
Equations (17) suggest that as Tv is approached from
below, the function G T  has a square-root singularity [6],
r
G T 2
Tv ÿ T
ÿ /
;
T
p
Tv
while as Tv is approached from above, the correlation radius
rc diverges exponentially [5],
" 
1=2 #
T ÿ Tv
rc / exp ÿb
:
Tv
The concentration of free vortices then behaves as rcÿ2 .

2.6 The dual representation
With the expression for the weight factor w y in terms of its
Fourier transform w n,
w y 

1
X
n  ÿ1

exp ÿiyn w n ;

substituted in (3), we can integrate over all the variables
jj in the partition function, after which it acquires the
form (up to an unessential, i.e., nonsingular, factor) [76,
87]



1
Y X
HSOS fnR g
ZSOS 
exp ÿ
;
19
T
nR  ÿ1
R
which is the partition function of a model used to describe the
crystal surface (the solid-on-solid, or SOS, model), with the
Hamiltonian [88]
X
V nR ÿ nR 0  :
20
HSOS 

2=p

G=T

Figure 2. A rough picture of the behavior of the renormalization-group
flows corresponding to Eqns (17).

RR 0 

Here, the integer-valued variables nR (corresponding to the
height of the surface) are defined at the sites of the dual lattice,
summation ranges over all bonds on this lattice, and the
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interaction V n is defined by the relation


V n
w n  exp ÿ
:
T
In the case of the conventional XY model with V y 
ÿJ cos y, the dual SOS model is characterized by the
interaction [76, 87]
  
J
;
V n  ÿT ln Ijnj
T
where In z is the modified Bessel function of order n. On the
other hand, in the case of Berezinskii ± Villain interaction (4),
the function V n is especially simple:
V n 

J 2
n ;
2

where
J 

T2
J

Coulomb gas can be directly derived from the partition
function of the discrete Gaussian model. For this, we must
replace summation over the discrete variables nR in (19) with
integration [89] via the Poisson resummation formula
1
X

f n 

n  ÿ1

nR1 ÿ nR2 2 / ln jR1 ÿ R2 j ;
in contrast to the smooth phase, where the width of the
surface is constant.
It follows from (21) that the high-temperature phase of the
discrete Gaussian model corresponds to the low-temperature
phase of the XY model, and vice versa. This makes the dual
representation (in terms of the SOS model) a convenient tool
for studying the properties of the high-temperature phase of
the XY model, in which fluctuations of j are large. In
particular, van der Eerden and Knops [90] and Swendsen
[91] found that the correlation radius rc , which describes the
exponential decay of C r, is related to the free energy Fstep of
the step by the simple formula rc  T=Fstep and, hence, in case
of the Berezinskii ± Villain interaction (4), is close to
2T=J  2J=T when T 4 J.
The fact that Kosterlitz's renormalization-group analysis
[5] correctly describes the critical properties of the XY model
can be verified by comparing the critical behavior of the
model with that of the exactly solvable SOS model proposed
by van Beijeren [92] for describing fluctuations of the 001
face of a crystal with a bcc lattice. This model is isomorphic
to one of the versions of the six-vertex model, commonly
known as the ice model, whose exact solution was found by
Lieb [94, 95].
Because the discrete Gaussian model is dual to the XY
model with the Berezinskii ± Villain interaction, which can be
reduced to the Coulomb gas, the partition function of such a

1
ÿ1

1
X

dn

exp ÿ2pinm f n ;
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m  ÿ1

which gives rise to a sum over the variables mR appearing in
the partition function, but allows us to integrate over all the
variables nR because the integral is Gaussian.
The simplest way to proceed from the Coulomb-gas
partition function to the partition function of the discrete
Gaussian model is to decouple the variables mR in (5) via
Gaussian integration over the additional variables nR :

1
X
Y 1
ZCg !
dnR
Y mR 
R
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is the dial coupling constant. The SOS model with this
interaction is commonly known as the discrete Gaussian
model.
In the ground state of the SOS model, all the variables nR
are equal. The degeneracy of this state is related to the
symmetry group ZN . The simplest excitations generated by
thermal fluctuations in such a system are steps of unit height,
or lines crossing which changes nR by 1. In the discrete
Gaussian model, the energy of such a step (per unit length) is
Estep  J =2, with the result that for T 5 J , all steps must
form closed loops, while at T  TR  J , there occurs a
roughening transition (a phase transition of the surface from
the smooth phase to the rough phase [88, 89]) related to the
appearance of infinite steps. In the rough phase, the surface
fluctuations diverge,
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ÿ1



 exp 2pi

mR  ÿ1

X
R

mR nR ÿ


T X
^
nR1 ÿD
n
:
R
2
R1 R2
2J R ; R
1

2

After this is done, summation over the mR can be performed
independently for each site R. At Y m  1, as formula (21)
implies, this procedure amounts to replacing the integral over
nR with a sum, which transforms ZCg into the partition
function of the discrete Gaussian model.

2.7 The sine-Gordon model
The renormalization-group analysis shows that the contributions of vortices whose topological charges exceed (in the
absolute value) the minimum charge are unessential, and
therefore the contributions to the partition function that
correspond to such charges can be ignored from the very
beginning. If we set
(
1;
m  0;
Y m  Y 5 1 ; m  1 ;
0;
jmj > 1
in the Coulomb-gas partition function, the transformation
described in the last paragraph of the previous section
transforms it [96] into the partition function of the so-called
sine-Gordon model, defined by the Hamiltonian
HsG 

X
J X
nR ÿ nR 0 2 ÿ y
cos 2pnR 
2 RR 0 
R
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(where y  2YT ), which depends, in contrast to (20), on
continuous variables nR .
The renormalization-group equations for the continuous
version of Hamiltonian (23) were first written by Wiegmann
[96] (see also Ref. [97]) and are equivalent to Eqns (17), as
expected. The sine-Gordon representation has proved to be
most convenient for systematic studies of higher-order
corrections to (17) in Y and 2 ÿ pG=T, and suggests that
such corrections do not alter the critical behavior [98].

3. Superconducting networks and lattices
and frustrated XY models
3.1 Josephson junction arrays
If we ignore the magnetic fields of currents, the XY model
in (1) can be used to describe a Josephson junction array [16,
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17], which is a regular pattern of superconducting islands,
each of which is connected to its neighbors through
Josephson junctions. Here, one can speak of tunnel junctions
of the superconductor ± insulator ± superconductor type and
of systems in which the interaction of the superconducting
islands is caused by the proximity effect and occurs through a
normal-metal substrate. In both cases, jj is the phase of the
order parameter on the jth island, and
J

h
Ic ;
2e

where Ic is the critical current of a single junction.
Generally speaking, the magnetic field of currents leads
to the screening of the interaction of vortices in both
continuous (superconducting films [67]) and discrete
(Josephson junction arrays [17, 99]) two-dimensional superconductors. This occurs at a distance comparable to the
penetration depth of the magnetic field into a two-dimensional superconductor,
L

f02
;
8p3 G

where
f0 

hc
2e

is the magnetic flux quantum. In particular, for a superconducting film, formula (10) becomes
G q 

4p2 G
:
q 2  q=L
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However, Beasley et al. [7] found that at the temperature
Tv at which vortex pairs would dissociate if there were no
screening, the value of L satisfies a relation that follows from
(18) and (24),
L Tv  

f02
2 cm

;
2
16p kB Tv
Tv

where the temperature Tv is to be measured in degrees kelvin.
Hence, at Tv of about several degrees kelvin (which is a typical
transition temperature for a Josephson junction array [100,
101]), the value of L Tv  proves to be of the order of a typical
array size (0.1 ± 1 cm), with the result that screening can be
ignored, which is what we assume from now on unless stated
otherwise.

3.2 Frustrated XY models
With the assumptions introduced above, a regular Josephson
junction array placed in an external magnetic field can be
described by the Hamiltonian [17]
X
HfXY  ÿJ
cos jj ÿ ji ÿ Ai j  ;
25
i j

where the variables Ai j  ÿAj i defined on lattice bonds are
expressed in terms of the integral of the vector potential A r
of the external magnetic field along the line connecting the
centers of neighboring granules,
Ai j 

2p
f0

rj
ri

dr A r ;
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and are frozen, i.e., do not fluctuate. In all cells of a regular
lattice, the directed sum of the Ai j along the cell perimeter
must satisfy the condition
X
Ai j  2pf ;
27
&

where f is the ratio of the magnetic flux f per unit cell to the
flux quantum f0 .
The model defined by Eqns (25) ± (27) is commonly
known as the uniformly frustrated XY model [18]. The
form of Hamiltonian (25), in which each term is an even
periodic function of its argument, suggests that the parameter f can be assumed to belong to the interval 0; 1=2,
while for all the values of f outside this interval, a simple
change of variables allows passing to f 2 0; 1=2. From now
on, we assume that f is reduced to the interval 0; 1=2.
Clearly, the value f  0 corresponds to the conventional
(nonfrustrated) XY model considered in the previous
section. Models with the maximum irreducible value of f
(i.e., f  1=2) are commonly known as FFXY models [20].
In the case of a triangular lattice, the XY model with the
antiferromagnetic interaction can be expressed in form (25)
with Ai j  p, and therefore this model also belongs to the
class of FFXY models.
In the last twenty years, frustrated XY models with
various types of lattices and different values of f have been
intensively studied, which on the whole was prompted by
active experimental investigations of Josephson junction
arrays (the reviews in Refs [100, 101] are devoted to this
subject). From the standpoint of statistical physics, the main
property of uniformly frustrated XY models (with f 6 0) is
the combination of the continuous degeneracy of the
ground state related to the simultaneous rotation of all
phases and a discrete degeneracy, which is also symmetryrelated. This suggests the possibility of various phase
transitions occurring in the system, one of which is related
to vortex-pair dissociation and is similar to the BKT
transition in the conventional XY model [1 ± 5], while
another (or others) is (are) related to discrete degrees of
freedom [20]. In its simplest form, discrete degeneracy
occurs in the FFXY models on square and triangular
lattices. In both cases, it is twofold [19, 27].

3.3 Networks of superconducting wires
In the London limit, the free energy of a thin superconducting
wire can be assumed to depend solely on the gauge-invariant
gradient of the phase along the wire,

2
J L
qj 2p
Fwire 
dx
Ak x ;
28
ÿ
2 0
qx f0
where Ak x is the component of the vector potential (locally)
directed along the wire. If the values of the phase at the ends of
the wire are specified (e.g., j 0  ji and j L  jj ), the
functional in (28) attains its minima at
j x  ji  jj ÿ ji  2pp ÿ Ai j 

x 2p

L f0

x
0

dx 0 Ak x 0  ;
29

where the integer-valued variable p (the winding number) is
the number of turns that the phase makes in the motion along
the wire.
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Substituting (29) in (28) shows [102, 103] that the
partition function of a regular network comprised of such
wires is simply the partition function of the frustrated XY
model with the Berezinskii ± Villain interaction:

Y 1
ZfBV 
djj
j



Y
i j

(

ÿ1

1
X
p i j  ÿ1


exp ÿ

J
j ÿ ji  2ppi j ÿ Ai j 2
2 j

)
;

30

where the jj are the values of the phase at the network nodes,
and the terms with different values of the variables pi j
correspond to sectors differing from each other in the
number of turns that the phase makes in the motion along
the network segment connecting the sites i and j. Thus, XY
models with the Berezinskii ± Villain interaction (both with
and without frustration) are of interest not only as an
approximation for studying a similar model with cosinusoidal interaction but also in describing phase fluctuations in
networks comprised of thin superconducting wires.

3.4 The Coulomb-gas representation
Gaussian integration with respect to all the variables jj
performed in (30) transforms ZfBV into the partition function
of a Coulomb gas described by Hamiltonian (6). The
difference from the conventional XY model is that in the
case of a uniformly frustrated model, the Coulomb-gas
charges are not integers but are shifted with respect to integer
values by ÿf [104], which again emphasizes the sufficiency of
considering the interval 0 4 f 4 1=2.
We note that in such a situation, the term `Coulomb gas'
is strictly nominal, because by construction, all sites of the
dual lattice contain finite charges in any of the possible
states. In particular, the FFXY model corresponds to the
filling of the dual lattice with half-integer charges. Because
charges of the same sign repel each other, it is easy to see
that in this case, the states with the lowest energy are those
in which all charges are equal to 1=2 and alternate in a
regular pattern. In the case of a square or triangular lattice,
this enables understanding the structure of the ground state
without calculations.
At the same time, neither in the case of a honeycomb
lattice nor in the case of a dice lattice [105 ± 107] is it possible
to uniquely divide the dual lattice into two equivalent
sublattices, while the ground state of the FFXY model is
infinitely degenerate [108 ± 110], with the degeneracy originating in the possibility of the formation of domain walls with
zero energy [22, 110]. In such situations, even establishing the
structure of the ordered state formed at low temperatures in a
Josephson junction array or a network of thin superconducting wires with a half-integer number of flux quanta per unit
cell is very complicated and requires considerable effort [36,
111 ± 113], due to the need to study the various mechanisms of
accidental-degeneracy lifting.
The question of the sequence of phase transitions is not
simple even when the structure of ordering in the lowtemperature phase is clear. In the limit f 5 1, the behavior
of the system can be explained in terms of a transition of the
vortex crystal into an incommensurate state with subsequent
melting [114, 115] (which has been confirmed by numerical
simulations [115 ± 117]), but in the apparently much simpler
case where the discrete degeneracy of the ground state is the
simplest of all (i.e., twofold), establishing the number, nature,
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and sequence of phase transitions constitutes a highly
nontrivial problem, to the discussion of which the following
three sections are devoted.

4. Fully frustrated XY model on a square lattice
As noted in Section 3, a regular Josephson junction array
placed in an external magnetic field whose magnitude
corresponds to a half-integer number of flux quanta per unit
cell can be described by the so-called FFXY model [20]
defined by the Hamiltonian
X
H
V jj ÿ ji ÿ Ai j  ;
31
i j

where V y  ÿJ cos y and the variables Ai j satisfy the
condition
X
Ai j  p mod 2p
32
&

for all unit cells of the lattice. In this section, we consider a
square lattice, and discuss a similar model for a triangular
lattice in Section 5.

4.1 Ground state and topological excitations
For an isolated lattice cell, the minimum of (31) with
condition (32) satisfied is attained when all the gaugeinvariant phase differences defined on the bonds i j,
yi j  jj ÿ ji ÿ Ai j  ÿyj i ;

33

are equal, which means that yi j  p=4 for a square lattice.
Here and in what follows, the variables yi j are assumed to be
reduced to the interval ÿp; p.
The ground state of the FFXY model on a square lattice
can be constructed from the ground state for each cell and has
the structure shown in Fig. 3 [19]. The form of the ground
state is independent of the specific form of the interaction
V y and is characterized by a regular alternation (checkerboard pattern) of cells with positive and negative chiralities
sR  1 determined by the relation
X
yi j  psR :
&

Figure 3. Structure of the ground state of the FFXY model on a square
lattice. Each arrow corresponds to yi j  p=4, with the sign of yi j
determined by the arrow direction.
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In addition to being continuously degenerate, due to the
invariance of Hamiltonian (31) under simultaneous rotation
of all phases,

a

b

c

d

jj ! jj  Dj ;
the ground state of the FFXY model on a square lattice is also
twofold discretely degenerate, due to the invariance of (31)
under the simultaneous reversal of sign in all jj and Ai j [which
does not violate condition (32)].
In accordance with the degeneracy of the ground state, the
model allows the existence of two types of topological
excitations: vortices and domain walls [20]. Vortices are
point-like defects such that the phase rotates by 2p in
going around them, and therefore have the same meaning as
in the conventional XY model (without frustration); see
Section 2.2.
As in the case of the conventional XY model, we can
expect that vortex-pair dissociation occurs when the `universal criterion' (18) is satisfied. For the standard interaction
V y  ÿJ cos y, the value of the helicity modulus in the
ground state
pof
 the fully frustrated XY model on a square
lattice is J= 2, and therefore the simplest estimate (with the
renormalization of G ignored) of the vortex-pair dissociation
temperature Tv  p=2G 0 yields Tv  1:11 J [21]. But if we
assume that the renormalization of G at the phase transition
point is the same as in the absence of frustration, then
Tv  0:6 J.
In the Coulomb-gas representation, ground states are
characterized by regular alternation of positive and negative
changes of minimum value:
0

mR

1
  ÿ1Rx Ry ;
2

J
J ! JCg  p ;
2
in pthe
 Coulomb-gas representation, because G T  0 
J= 2 in the original system.
A domain wall may be defined as a topological excitation
that separates two ground states that cannot be transformed
into each other by rotating all phases simultaneously. It can
be schematically represented by a line on the original square
lattice (Fig. 4), each segment of which separates two cells with
the same chirality [20].
A domain wall is characterized by a finite energy Edw per
unit length, with the result that at low temperatures
(T 5 Edw ), all domain walls formed as thermal fluctuations
constitute closed loops. In the case of a straight wall, direct
numerical calculations for the XY model with V y 
ÿJ cos y yielded Edw  0:343 J [21], and the Coulomb-gas
value is very close [22]:
p2
p JCg  0:308 J :
16 3

The Coulomb-gas representation is quite useful because it
allows establishing how the interaction of domain walls
depends on the distance L between them:
p it turns out to be
proportional to c0L , where c0  3 ÿ 8  0:172 [22], i.e.,
decays exponentially, and we therefore do not take it into
account in further analysis. If we ignore the part of the energy
related to corners and intersections of walls, the Hamiltonian
of the domain-wall subsystem is reduced to the Ising model on
the dual lattice,
Hdw  ÿ

34

where Rx and Ry (the components of R) are integers, and the
possibility of choosing the sign corresponds to the twofold
discrete degeneracy of the ground state. Here, the values of
the variables mR may be associated with the chiralities of the
respective cells: sR  2mR . On the other hand, vortices may
be associated with the excessive integer charges on the
background of one of states (34). To correctly reproduce the
form of vortex interaction at large distances, we must replace

Edw 

Figure 4. Examples of domain walls: (a) straight; (b) forming a right angle;
(c) with a simple kink; and (d) with a double-height kink. The chiralities of
the lattice cells are indicated by the plus and minus signs.

Edw X
sR sR 0 ;
2 RR 0 
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whose exact solution for a square lattice was found by
Onsager [118] and, in a much more convenient form, by
Vdovichenko [119].
The variable sR in (35) is known as the staggered chirality:
sR  ÿ1Rx Ry sR :
The temperature Tdw at which the Ising model undergoes the
phase transition related to the formation of infinite domain
walls and the destruction of long-range order in s,
Tdw 

Edw
p ;
2

ln 1 

36

can be found even without knowing the exact solution, solely
on the grounds of duality considerations [120]. Substituting
Edw  0:343 J in (36) yields Tdw  0:39 J < Tv [21]. However,
in the next section, we show that in the XY model under
consideration, the interaction of corners and domain-wall
intersections is not short-range and cannot therefore be
ignored.

4.2 Fractional vortices and phase transitions
If we fix the ground state (the values of jj ) on one side of an
infinite, straight domain wall, the state on the other side of the
wall cannot be chosen arbitrarily and depends on both
position and orientation of the wall. In particular, the
equilibrium states on the other side of vertical and horizontal
walls differ by rotation by p=2. This means that if the
domain wall forms a right angle (Fig. 4b), there is a mismatch
of p=2 between the states obtained by crossing the
horizontal and vertical sections of the wall. The mismatch
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can be removed by continuously changing the phase such that
going around the corner result in a p=2 increase in the phase.
Thus, all corners of domain walls must behave as fractional
vortices with the topological charge 1=4, with the interaction between them being 16 times weaker than that between
ordinary vortices [21, 22].
The presence of excessive vorticity at a domain-wall
corner also follows from the fact that the sum of chiralities
of the four cells surrounding the angle is not zero (Fig. 4b). At
the same time, at all lattice sites through which the domain
wall does not pass (or a straight wall passes), the similar sum
vanishes.
If fractional vortices with the topological charge 1=4
were not bound to domain walls, the dissociation of the
neutral pairs they form would occur at the temperature
T  Tfv , where Tfv 5 Tv is the solution of the equation
p
37
G Tfv  ;
Tfv 
32
which is similar to Eqn (18). But the total topological charge
of fractional vortices related to a closed domain wall is always
an integer, and therefore at T < Tdw , when all domain walls
form closed loops, dissociation of pairs of fractional vortices
is forbidden. In addition to being bound by a weak
logarithmic interaction, such pairs are also bound (at large
distances) by a linear interaction related to the free energy of
the domain walls connecting them.
At the same time, when T > Tdw , there exists a network
of intersecting domain walls, with the mean distance between
the walls being of the order of xc , the correlation radius for
the variables s. In this case, the linear interaction of fractional
vortices at distances exceeding xc is screened, which indeed
allows the dissociation of bound pairs of such vortices, which
in turn initiates dissociation of pairs of ordinary vortices. This
implies that if the naive estimates yield Tv  Tdw (and, hence,
Tfv 5 Tdw ), the scenario with Tv > Tdw is impossible, because
the emergence of infinite domain walls at T  Tdw automatically leads to dissociation of pairs of fractional and integer
vortices [21, 22].
This statement was verified in Ref. [121] by Monte Carlo
simulation of a Coulomb gas with charges m  1=2 on a
square lattice. The possibility of varying the domain-wall
energy Edw independently was ensured by adding the
nearest-neighbor interaction to the standard Hamiltonian
of the two-dimensional Coulomb gas in (6). The results
showed that the system undergoes two phase transitions
when the domain wall has a high energy and that the
temperatures of these transitions satisfy the inequality
Tv < Tdw and are quite different. The temperature Tdw
decreases with Edw almost linearly, while the dependence of
Tv on Edw is much weaker. With a further decrease in Edw ,
the two phase-transition curves merge instead of intersecting. Similar results were obtained in Ref. [122] for the same
model defined on a honeycomb lattice, which in terms of the
XY models corresponds to the fully frustrated model on a
triangular lattice.
Because the appearance of fractional vortices on domainwall defects is a characteristic feature not only of fully
frustrated models but also of models with smaller values of
f (see, e.g., Ref. [123]), we can expect that the main
conclusion in this section (concerning the impossibility of a
scenario with Tv > Tdw ) will be valid for a broader class of
uniformly frustrated models [22]. We note, however, that in
the generalization of the FFXY model on a square lattice
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proposed in Ref. [124], in which the coupling constants are
different for ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic bonds, two
types of domain walls (light and heavy [125]) emerge, and
therefore the fractional vortices are bound into neutral pairs
when T > Tdw , which in this situation makes Tv > Tdw
possible [124, 125].

4.3 Phase transition on a domain wall
and its consequences
We consider an infinite domain wall whose existence is
ensured, for instance, by appropriate boundary conditions.
At zero temperature, this wall is absolutely straight (Fig. 4a).
At finite temperatures, point defects, or kinks, may appear on
the wall. The simplest kink (of unit height) is shown in Fig. 4c.
If we fix the state (the values of jj ) on one side of the
infinite straight wall, then under its shift by one lattice
constant, the equilibrium state on the opposite side of the
wall rotates by p [21, 22]. Hence, the presence of a kink
depicted in Fig. 4c leads to a mismatch by p between the states
obtained when the wall is crossed on the left and on the right
of the kink. As in the case of a corner of a domain wall, this
mismatch is to be removed by continuously changing the
phase such that the necessary value be attained in going
around the kink.
Accordingly, simple kinks must behave as fractional
vortices with the topological charge 1=2 [24]. The energy
of such kinks diverges logarithmically, and the interaction is
four times weaker than that between ordinary vortices. The
double kink shown in Fig. 4d does not introduce such
mismatches in the phase distribution, with the result that its
energy is finite.
The existence of two dramatically different types of kinks
can be easily explained on the grounds that all corners on
domain walls have topological charges 1=4. Each kink is
formed by two corners; for a simple kink, their topological
charges are of the same sign and therefore add up, whereas for
a double kink, the charges of the corners that form the kink
are of opposite signs and therefore compensate each other.
At low temperatures, a domain wall carries a finite
concentration of free (i.e., not bound into pairs) double
kinks, while all simple kinks are bound into neutral (in
topological charge) pairs (we note that the sign of the
topological charge related to a kink is determined by the
kink position rather than its orientation). Therefore,
although the fluctuations of a domain wall diverge (due to
the presence of free double kinks) at an arbitrarily low
temperature (and hence the wall is always in the rough rather
than in the smooth state), the symmetry with respect to the
wall displacement by an odd number of lattice constants is
broken [24].
As the temperature increases, a phase transition in a onedimensional gas of logarithmically interacting kinks leads to
the neutral-pair dissociation and emergence of a finite
concentration of free simple kinks [23]. Comparison of the
logarithmically divergent energy of a single kink,
Ek  p=4G T  ln L, with the kink entropy Sk  ln L suggests that this occurs at the temperature Tk satisfying the
relation
p
38
Tk  G T k  :
4
We note that G T  is the `bulk' value of the helicity
modulus, which enters the bare interaction of the kinks
and does not take wall fluctuations into account. Never-
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theless, relation (38) is exact. The reason is that, according to
Bulgadaev's renormalization-group analysis [126], no renormalization of the prefactor in the logarithmic interaction
occurs in a one-dimensional logarithmic gas with arbitrary
charge alternation (in contrast to a one-dimensional logarithmic gas with alternating charges [78] and to a two-dimensional Coulomb gas [5]), and therefore the value of the
transition temperature that follows from the comparison of
the charge energy with its entropy turns out to be exact.
Comparison of (38) with (18) shows that Tk < Tv . Kinkpair dissociation at temperatures below Tv was first discovered in the numerical experiments in Ref. [127]; however, the
authors took the phase transition at T  Tk for the roughening transition of a domain wall.
Dissociation of simple-kink pairs restores the symmetry
between predominantly even and predominantly odd positions of the domain wall and leads to a loss of the effective
rigidity for phase fluctuations on the wall [24]. In the presence
of free simple kinks, any attempt to create a phase gradient in
the direction perpendicular to the wall fails because the shift
of these kinks caused by the Magnus force (the direction of
the shift is determined by the sign of the topological sign)
eliminates the gradient.
The situation is similar to that occurring in the `bulk' at
T > Tv , when the presence of free vortices impedes formation
of a phase gradient, i.e., a superfluid current. At T < Tk , all
simple kinks are bound into neutral pairs and their relative
displacement requires spending finite energy, which preserves
the effective rigidity on the wall.
On the other hand, we can expect the phase gradient
directed parallel to the wall not to penetrate it. Instead, there
appears a difference in the concentrations of free simple kinks
with topological charges of different signs that balances the
difference between the phase gradients on both sides of the
wall [24]. Although the creation of such a concentration
difference requires spending a certain amount of energy, this
amount is proportional to the wall length, while the
penetration of the phase gradient to the other side of the
wall requires spending an amount of energy proportional to
the area of the system, which is less advantageous in the
thermodynamic limit. A similar structure can be seen in grain
boundaries in a crystal, where the difference in crystallite
orientations at the boundary is balanced by the presence of a
sequence of dislocations of the same sign.
We note that both mechanisms operate only on large
scales compared to xk , the mean distance between free simple
kinks on the wall. Nevertheless, the existence of such
mechanisms means that the coupling between large-scale
phase fluctuations on both sides of the wall is destroyed.
From now on, when speaking of domain walls, we assume
that the properties of the system are analyzed on scales
exceeding xk , and therefore there can be no coupling that
links the phase fluctuations on both sides of the wall. In a
recent paper, Olsson and Teitel [128] concluded that at
T  Tk < Tv , the helicity modulus is suppressed in the
direction perpendicular to the domain wall and corroborated, via numerical simulations, some other conclusions
drawn in this section.

4.4 The sequence of phase transitions
The helicity modulus G T  can be defined, e.g., as the
response of the system to the introduction of a shift into
the boundary conditions [68, 77] (this underlies the method
of numerical calculation of G T  proposed in Ref. [20],
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which has now become standard). The possibility of
defining the helicity modulus in such a way implies that in
a situation where phase fluctuations on two sides of a
domain wall become independent, the presence of at least
one wall that crosses the entire system automatically results
in the vanishing of G T . In the thermodynamic limit, this
inevitably occurs as soon as the temperature exceeds Tdw ,
the temperature of the phase transition related to the loss of
long-range order in the antiferromagnetic ordering of the
chiralities and the formation of infinite domain walls.
If we consider the fluctuations of the discrete degrees of
freedom (which amount to the formation of domains with the
opposite sign of s) in terms of the percolation problem, then at
T < Tdw , there exists an infinite cluster that crosses the entire
system and is formed by cells with the same value of s. The
introduction of a relative shift between the values of the phase
on the left and right boundaries of the infinite system results
in a gradient of the phase only within this infinite cluster. All
other clusters are finite and hence insensitive to boundary
conditions at infinity.
It is known that in two dimensions (in contrast to three
dimensions), the critical point of the Ising model coincides
with the percolation point in a system of spin clusters [129],
and therefore, as Tdw is approached from below, the density
of an infinite cluster decreases as
r T  / xpÿDd ;
where Dd  2 ÿ d  5=96 [130, 131] is the deviation of the
fractal dimension d of the infinite cluster (at T  Tdw ) from
the Euclidean dimension d  2 (in the standard problem of
uncorrelated percolation, Dd  5=48 [132]), and
xp T  / Tdw ÿ T ÿn
is the percolation length, whose temperature dependence in
the Ising model is described by the same exponent n  1 [133]
as the temperature dependence of the correlation radius xc .
Hence, even the bare value (i.e., not renormalized by
fluctuations of j) of the helicity modulus must decrease in
accordance with a power law as Tdw is approached,
G0 T  / Tdw ÿ T t ;
at least as fast as r T  (actually, much faster), which can be
demonstrated by a variational calculation. Vortex-pair
dissociation occurs as soon as the renormalized value of
G T  becomes equal to 2=pT, i.e., at a temperature below
0
0
Tdw [24]. If Tdw 5 Tv , where Tv  p=2G 0 is the
simplest estimate for Tv that does not account for renormalizations, we can expect the dependence of Tv on the ratio of
0
Tv to Tdw to be

1=t
Tdw
:
Tdw ÿ Tv /
0
Tv
Both transitions may occur simultaneously only as a firstorder phase transition accompanied by a jump in G T 
exceeding the universal value.
The conclusion that G0 T  is strongly suppressed as Tdw is
approached is corroborated by a comparison of the results of
numerical simulations of the conventional and frustrated XY
models [20], results that show that G decreases more rapidly
with increasing the temperature in the frustrated model (for
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the same size of the system). The first to assert that G T 
vanishes as T ! Tdw were Dotsenko and Uimin [134, 135],
who studied a similar model on a triangular lattice (with the
same degeneracy of the ground state). However, they did not
substantiate their assertion.
Thus, we showed that in the FFXY model on a square
lattice, the presence of free simple kinks on domain walls
destroys the coherency of fluctuations on different sides of a
wall within a broad temperature range below Tv . We also
showed that vortex-pair dissociation must occur at Tv < Tdw ,
because, as Tdw is approached from below, the part of the
system that contributes to the helicity modulus (which
determines the interaction of vortices) becomes less and less
dense due to that property of domain walls. This makes a
merger of the two phase transitions into one phase transition
with new critical behavior (as predicted in Refs [22, 136])
impossible, for T > Tk at least. The next section shows that
all these conclusions remain valid when the square lattice is
replaced by a triangular one (which does not alter the type of
the ground state degeneracy).
We note that the above conclusions are independent of
a particular type of the interaction (as long as the structure
of the ground state and, hence, its degeneracy remain
unchanged) and can be applied, in particular, when the
interaction of more distant neighbors is taken into account.
The structure of the phase diagram of the FFXY model on a
square lattice with the interaction that extends beyond the
nearest neighbors is discussed in the next section.
At the same time, the above mechanism that forces Tv to
be below Tdw operates only at Tdw > Tk . If the domain-wall
energy Edw were an adjustable parameter, which would allow
varying Tdw independently of the vortex interaction, the
lowering of Edw would lead to a merger of the two phase
transitions (as Tdw decreases to Tk ). Comparison with the
results of numerical simulations for f  2=5 [137, 138] and
other considerations (similar to those discussed in Sections
6.4 and 7.4) prompt the conclusion that this must be a firstorder phase transition with a nonuniversal jump in G T  that
varies along this line. The phase transitions would split again
only after a further significant (severalfold) reduction in Edw
and an increase in the ratio G Tc =Tc to 32=p [22]. At even
lower values of Edw , the loss of phase coherence would be
related to dissociation of pairs of fractional vortices, which at
T > Tdw are coupled only by logarithmic interaction and
would occur at T  Tfv > Tdw [22]. Section 6 shows that all
the three scenarios for the destruction of the combined
U 1  Z2 order are realized in the antiferromagnetic
XY model on a kagome lattice, where, in contrast to the
FFXY model on a square lattice, the addition of the secondneighbor interaction to the Hamiltonian guarantees the
possibility of a practically independent variation of Edw .
In the past two decades, the FFXY model on a square
lattice has been the subject of intensive numerical studies. The
data obtained in earlier works either did not allow resolving
Tv and Tdw [20, 124, 139] or suggested that Tv > Tdw [140].
However, the development of numerical methods and
computer facilities changed the situation dramatically. The
results of more recent works using various numerical methods
[141 ± 145] yielded
Tv  0:440ÿ0:449J ;

Tdw  0:452ÿ0:454J

indicating that Tv < Tdw , which therefore agrees with the
results of the present analysis. Numerical simulations of the
model with the Berezinskii ± Villain interaction in [146] and of
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the equivalent model of the Coulomb gas with half-integer
charges in [147] and [148] also show that Tv < Tdw .
Beginning with paper [136], the main argument in favor of
the idea that the temperatures of the two phase transitions are
the same, suggested by many researchers, was the observation
that the critical exponents differ from the Ising-model values
[136, 140 ± 142, 149 ± 152]. However, Olsson [146] showed
that the exclusion of small scales from the scaling analysis
resolves this discrepancy. Boubcheur and Diep [150] drew
their conclusion that the system can have only one phase
transition on the grounds that the peak in the specific heat is
not split. Apparently, they were unaware of the fact that a
BKT transition is not accompanied by any divergences in the
derivatives of the free energy.
We emphasize that for both types of interaction and for
the similar model on a triangular lattice (see Section 5), the
values of Tv and Tdw found by numerical simulations prove to
be extremely close to each other and differ by 1 ± 2%. It is
highly probable that this is not a coincidence but a consequence of vortex-pair dissociation occurring not by itself but
due to the rapid decrease in the value of the helicity modulus
G T  induced by the approach to Tdw . According to the
estimates in Section 4.1, in the absence of any mutual
influence of the phase transitions, such a dissociation must
occur at a temperature much higher than Tdw , i.e.,
Tv  1:5 Tdw .
The conclusion that Tv is below Tdw is also valid for the socalled XY-Ising model described by the Hamiltonian [153]
X
H  ÿJ
1  sj sj 0  cos jj ÿ jj 0  ;
39
j j 0

where sj  1 are additional variables of the Ising type. In
this model, which has been thoroughly studied in Refs [154 ±
157] as an approximant for the frustrated XY model on a
square lattice, the coupling between the fluctuations of jj
on the two sides of a domain wall is absent from the
beginning.
Recently, Lee et al. [158] showed that a generalized
version of the XY-Ising model is dual to the model proposed
by den Nijs [159] for describing roughening and reconstruction transitions on the surface of a crystal with a simple cubic
lattice. The expected phase diagram of this model can be
found in Fig. 3 in Ref. [160]. At D  0 (which corresponds to
XY-Ising model (39) without any coupling of the phase
variables across the wall), the phase diagram has two
regions: in one (with R < 0), both phase transitions occur
simultaneously, while in the other (with R > 0) they occur
subsequently. Both the analysis in the present section and the
results of numerical simulation in Ref. [158] show that the
phase transitions do not coincide in either region, i.e., for any
sign of R.
Experimental studies of square Josephson junction arrays
placed in a uniform magnetic field whose magnitude
corresponds to half the magnetic flux quantum per lattice
cell have been conducted by several researchers [161 ± 167].
Unfortunately, the methods used by these researchers (in
particular, in studying the temperature dependence of both
components of the complex-valued frequency-dependent
impedance [161, 162] and the exponent describing the
behavior of the current±voltage characteristic in the smallcurrent limit [163, 164]) allowed gathering information only
about the superconducting transition but were not sensitive to
the ordering of chiralities (at least when it occurred at
T  Tdw > Tv ).
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4.5 Structure of the phase diagram
with the next-to-nearest-neighbor interaction
We now consider the generalization of Hamiltonian (31)
given by
X
Hÿ
Ji j cos jj ÿ ji ÿ Ai j  ;
40
i; j

where the coupling constant Ji j is nonzero not only for the
nearest neighbors on the square lattice but also for the nextto-nearest neighbors:

J1 ; ji ÿ jj  1 ;
p
41
Ji j 
J2 ; ji ÿ jj  2 ;
with the values of the variables Ai j for the next-to-nearest
neighbors specified in (26).
The study of such a generalization is interesting from the
standpoint of finding a way to separate the temperatures of
the two phase transitions farther apart (which would make
their resolution more accessible in experiments or in numerical simulations) or, on the contrary, to achieve their merger
in a single first-order phase transition. In studying the lattice
of superconducting granules whose interaction is caused by
the proximity effect and is realized through a metal substrate
[168, 169], the need to include the interaction of more distant
neighbors into analysis becomes stronger with decreasing the
temperature, which is accompanied by an increase in the
coherence length in a normal metal [170].
At f  1=2, the model in (40) and (41) combines the
features of the frustrated XY model and the conventional
(nonfrustrated) XY model. At J2  0, Hamiltonian (40) is
reduced to (31), while at J1  0, it transforms into the
Hamiltonian of two independent conventional XYpmodels.
 p
Because the unit cell area for each of the two 2  2
sublattices into which the square lattice separates in the
absence of the nearest-neighbor interaction is twice the unit
cell area of the original lattice, the next-to-nearest neighbors
interaction proves to be nonfrustrated.
The structure of the ground states of model (40)pdepends

on the ratio x  J2 =J1 5 0 [26]. At x < x0  1= 2, these
states are of exactly the same form as at J2  0, with their
energy being independent of J2 . At the same time, at x > x0 ,
the ground
prove to be the same as at J1  0, where the
p pstates

two 2  2 sublattices are decoupled. The energy of these
states is independent of J1 and the degeneracy is U 1  U 1,
where each of the two U 1 groups describes the degeneracy
in one of the two independent XY models, and the relative
orientation of the phase between them can be arbitrary [26].
At x  x0 , the energies of the two classes of ground states
become equal, which, it would seem, suggests the existence of
a first-order phase transition. But it turns out that at x  x0 ,
these states can be transformed into each other via a
continuous transformation that does not increase the energy
[25, 26]. Thus, at x  x0 , the degeneracy space also incorporates an additional set of `intermediate' states, which can be
obtained from the ground state for x < x0 by a synchronous
rotation of all the variables jj belonging to one of the two
sublattices shown in Fig. 5 by an arbitrary angle w. The value
w  0 then corresponds to the form of the ground state for
x < x0 , and w  p corresponds to x > x0 .
Interestingly, the addition of a weak interaction with more
distant neighbors does not alter this picture, with the
exception of a shift in the value of x0 . In particular, the
structure of the ground states is retained, and at x > x0 , the

Figure 5. Partitioning of a square lattice into two sublattices that occurs at
x  x0 , when an additional degeneracy of the ground state emerges,
associated with the relative rotation of the variables jj that belong to the
two different sublattices by an arbitrary angle w.

energy remains pindependent
of the relative phase shift
 p
between the two 2  2 sublattices [25].
It turns out that at x < x0 , not only the structure and
energy of the ground state but also the structure and energy of
a straight domain wall and the helicity modulus G are
unaffected by the value of J2 . This means that an increase in
J2 does not change the relation between the domain-wall
energy and the prefactor in the logarithmic interaction of
vortices and, hence, does not allow significant changes of the
ratio of Tv to Tdw . The fact that J2 is nonzero manifests itself
only through the energies of the cores of vortices and defects
on the domain walls. The results of a Monte Carlo simulation
indicate that Tdw =J1 somewhat decreases with increasing J2
[25], which, according to the results in the previous section,
leads to a further decrease in the relative difference between
Tv and Tdw .
The additional degeneracy of the ground state at x > x0 ,
which amounts to the possibility ofprelative
 protation of the
phases belonging to the different 2  2 sublattices, is
accidental and is not related to symmetry. Clearly, this
degeneracy can be lifted for various reasons (e.g., due to the
interaction with more distant neighbors). However, as
discussed earlier, this mechanism of lifting the additional
degeneracy does not operate in the system under consideration.
The only cause for the removal of an accidental
degeneracy within the framework of a specific statisticalphysics model is the difference in the free energy of
fluctuations in the vicinity of different ground states [171].
For systems with continuous degeneracy, such a mechanism
was first analyzed by Shender [172], who examined quantum
fluctuations in the Heisenberg antiferromagnet with a square
lattice and a strong ferromagnetic interaction between the
next-to-nearest neighbors. Following Villain et al. [171], this
mechanism of accidental degeneracy lifting is often called
`order from disorder.'
Calculations of the free energy of harmonic fluctuations
as a function of the relative phase shift between the sublattices
have shown that at x > x0 (and at finite temperatures) the
system can be regarded as two coupled
XY models
whose


interaction is close in form to cos p j ÿ j 0  with p  4.
Although this perturbation is weak (its amplitude is always
small compared with the temperature), it becomes relevant
(increasing under renormalization) at sufficiently low tem-
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peratures. This implies that at such temperatures, the system
must exhibit a true long-range order with respect to the phase
shift between the sublattices.
The invariance of the sublattice interaction under a shift
of the relative phase by p=2 follows from the symmetry
properties of the ground state, and therefore allowing for
some other mechanisms of lifting the accidental degeneracy
cannot lead to significant changes. One such mechanism relies
on the difference of the form of the Josephson energy from
V0 y  ÿJ cos y, with the result that in studying the lifting of
accidental degeneracy in XY models, one must bear in mind
that the description in terms of a Coulomb gas is exact only
for a particular choice of V y, which does not coincide with
V0 y.
According to the results of the renormalization-group
analysis of two weakly coupled XY models in Refs [153, 173],
the region where the
the temperature Tdec that separates

interaction of the form yp cos p j ÿ j 0  increases under
renormalization from the region where it decreases is given by
Tdec 

4p
G Tdec  ;
p2
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where G T  is the helicity modulus in each of the two models.
Comparison with (18) shows that at p  4, the phasetransition temperature determined by Eqn (42) (for the
phase transition related to the loss of the coupling between
the sublattices) is below Tv , the temperature of vortex-pair
dissociation in each sublattice. Therefore, at x > x0 , two
phase transitions must occur in the system as the temperature
increases [25], the first of them being related to the Z4 symmetry
broken at T < Tdec .
The spectrum of longwave fluctuations retains rigidity as
x ! x0  0. This means that as x decreases to x0 , the
temperature Tv of vortex-pair dissociation remains finite
(this is also confirmed by the numerical simulation results in
Ref. [25]). At T < Tv ; Tdec and x  x0 , there must be a
transition of some sort between the phases whose structure
corresponds to the two classes of ground states.
The emergence of an additional set of ground states
(earlier called intermediate) at x  x0 is one more example
of accidental degeneracy. Numerical integration shows that
the free energy of harmonic fluctuations is a convex function
of the cosine of w, the angle parameterizing these additional
ground states, and therefore the system must undergo a firstorder phase transition as x varies (at low but finite
temperatures) [25]. If the free energy of fluctuations were a
concave function of cos w, the two low-temperature phases
would be separated by a narrow band of a third phase in
which the angle w would vary continuously from 0 to p with x.
Figure 6 schematically shows the structure of the phase
diagram of the FFXY model on a square lattice with
nonfrustrated interaction of the next-to-nearest neighbors
that follows from the results in this section. The figure also
contains the results of a Monte Carlo simulation of such a
system [25], marked by squares (the Ising transition) and
circles (the BKT transition), where the size of a symbol
approximately corresponds to the accuracy of the result.
The results of numerical studies confirm the existence of two
different low-temperature phases, but their accuracy is
insufficient for resolving the splitting of both lines of the
phase transition into the totally disordered state. A numerical
study of the nonlinear relaxation in the same model [174]
confirms the presence of a second-order phase transition at
x < x0 and the absence of such a transition at x > x0 .
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Figure 6. Phase diagram of the fully frustrated XY model on a square
lattice with nonfrustrated interaction of the next-to-nearest neighbors.

Unfortunately, this method does not allow observing transitions of the BKT type, which are infinite-order transitions.

5. A planar antiferromagnet
with a triangular lattice
5.1 The sequence of phase transitions
in the absence of a magnetic field
In the absence of an external magnetic field, a planar
antiferromagnet with exchange interaction can be described
by the Hamiltonian
X
Haf  J
cos ji ÿ jj  ;
43
i j

where the coupling constant J > 0 and each spin is associated
with a two-component unit vector Sj  cos jj ; sin jj .
Clearly, Hamiltonian (43) of the AFXY model is
equivalent to Hamiltonian (25) with Ai j  p. Summing Ai j
along the perimeter of a cell shows that in the case of a square
lattice, the AFXY model is not frustrated, i.e., is isomorphic
to the conventional (ferromagnetic) XY model (1). But if we
have a triangular lattice, such a model belongs to the class of
FFXY models and therefore can also be used to describe
Josephson junction arrays with a half-integer number of flux
quanta per lattice cell.
The absolute minimum of (43) for three spins belonging to
a triangular cell is attained when they are at the angle 2p=3 to
each other. This condition is satisfied simultaneously for all
the cells in the lattice in a state with a three-sublattice
structure [175, 176], shown in Fig. 7a. In this state, the values
of the jj on the three equivalent sublattices (A, B, and C) into
which the triangular lattice can be partitioned can be specified
as
jA  F ;

jB  F 

2p
;
3

jC  F 

2p
:
3

44
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a

b

Figure 7. A planar antiferromagnet with a triangular lattice: (a) structure
of the ground state, and (b) domain wall. The chiralities of the triangular
cells are indicated by the plus and minus signs.

In terms of the gauge-invariant phase difference determined
by Eqn (33), this is a state in which yi j  p=3 on all bonds,
while the triangular cells with positive and negative chiralities
alternate in a regular way (Fig. 7a).
As in the case of a square lattice (see Section 4), the form
of the ground state is not related to the specific form of the
interaction and is characterized by the combined U 1  Z2
degeneracy [27]. The continuous degeneracy corresponds to
the choice of F in (44) and is related to the symmetry of
Hamiltonian (43) under a simultaneous rotation of all
spins:
jj ! jj  DF ;

45

while the twofold discrete degeneracy corresponds to the
choice of the upper or lower sign in (44) and is related to the
symmetry of Hamiltonian (42) under simultaneous reflection
of all the spins Sj with respect to an arbitrary axis (e.g., the x
axis):
jj ! ÿjj :
In accordance with the degeneracy of the ground state in
the model under consideration, both vortices and domain
walls of the Ising type may appear in the system [29, 34].
Because the value of the helicity modulus in the ground state
at yi j  p=3 is twice as small as in the absence of frustration
(i.e., at yi j  0), a comparison with the results in Ref. [84]
suggests that vortex-pair dissociation is to occur at
Tv  0:7 J.
A domain wall in the AFXY(t) model is a line drawn along
the bonds of the triangular lattice such that it separates cells
with the same chiralities (Fig. 7b). The wall carries no
fractional vortices if the neighboring segments of this line
form the angle 2p=3 with each other [28]. The structure of
such domain walls in terms of the original phase variables is
shown in Fig. 8. It is interesting that in contrast to the case of
the FFXY model on a square lattice, the states to the left and

Figure 8. Structure of domain walls in terms of jj .

to the right of the wall in the examples shown in Fig. 8
coincide with the respective ground state not only far from the
wall but also very close to it. The energy (per segment) of the
domain walls depicted in Fig. 8 is Edw  J=2. Substituting this
value in the expression for the transition temperature in the
Ising model on a honeycomb lattice (dual to the triangular
lattice) [177 ± 179],
Tdw 

Edw
p ;
ln 2  3 

we obtain Tdw  0:4 J < Tv .
However, neither estimate (for Tdw or for Tv ) allows for
the mutual effect of the formation of vortices and domain
walls, where the dominant role is played by the fact that
fractional vortices with topological charge 1=3 are formed
whenever the angle between the neighboring segments of a
domain wall differs from 2p=3 [28]. Figure 7b shows that in
the absence of a wall or in the case where the angle between
neighboring segments of the wall is 2p=3, a site of the
triangular lattice is surrounded by three cells with positive
chiralities and three cells with negative chiralities, which is an
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indication of the absence of uncompensated vorticity. At the
same time, if the angle between the neighboring segments of a
wall is p=6 or p, the number of cells with positive chiralities is
not equal to the number of cells with negative chiralities,
which indicates the presence of a fractional vortex with a
nonzero topological charge. As in the case of a square lattice,
the appearance of fractional vortices on domain walls leads to
a situation where the scenario with Tv > Tdw cannot be
realized.
We consider a domain wall that crosses the entire
system. Its energy is minimal if (1) the wall carries no
fractional vortices, and (2) it is of a minimum length. If we
fix the state on one side of such a wall, the equilibrium state
on the other side can be obtained through permutation of
the values of j in two of the three sublattices, followed by
the rotation of all phases by p [28]. The three different
versions of the permutation correspond to the different
positions of the wall and differ from each other by a global
rotation of the state behind the wall by 2p=3. This is
illustrated by Fig. 8, where the state to the left of the wall is
the same, while the states to the right can be transformed
into each other via rotation by 2p=3.
The defects Ð kinks Ð whose topological charges depend
on their height may form on a domain wall that crosses the
entire system. Triple-height kinks have a zero topological
charge and, hence, a finite energy. At the same time, Fig. 8
shows that the presence of a minimum-height kink on the
domain wall leads to a mismatch in the phase values by
2p=3, with the result that such a kink is a fractional
vortex with the topological charge equal (in absolute value)
to 1=3.
The logarithmic interaction of such defects is nine times
weaker than the interaction of ordinary vortices. Accordingly, the phase transition amounting to dissociation of
coupled pairs of simple kinks that leads to the loss of
coherence between states on both sides of the wall must
occur at the temperature Tk satisfying the relation [24]
Tk 

p
G Tk  :
9

In the case of a triangular lattice, Tk proves to be even lower
(compared with Tv ) than for a square lattice. Hence, all
conclusions in the previous section concerning the properties of domain walls near Tv are also valid in the AFXY(t)
model. Following the argument in Section 4.4, we can
conclude that a phase transition related to the vortex-pair
dissociation in the AFXY(t) model must also occur at a
temperature that is lower than that of the second phase
transition, which is related to the destruction of the longrange order in the antiferromagnetic ordering of the
chiralities sR of triangular cells [24]. In the intermediate
phase, despite the presence of the long-range order in sR , the
correlations of Sj must decay (at large distances) exponentially.
Although the earlier numerical simulation results do not
always allow detecting the difference between Tv and Tdw [29,
180], the results of more precise studies [175, 181, 182] confirm
the conclusion that Tv < Tdw . Unfortunately, as in the case of
a square lattice, experimental investigation of triangular
Josephson junction arrays placed in a magnetic field with a
half-integer number of flux quanta per lattice cell [162] used
methods that did not allow identifying the temperature at
which ordering of chiralities occurs.
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5.2 Structure of the phase diagram
in an external magnetic field
When an external magnetic field is applied, the Hamiltonian
acquires an additional term that violates the symmetry under
transformation (45):
X
X
Haf  J
cos ji ÿ jj  ÿ h
sin jj :
46
j

i j

Here, h is the field magnitude expressed in energy units, with
the field assumed to be directed along the y axis (i.e., vertically
upward). However, such a field does not lift the continuous
degeneracy of the ground state, which retains its threesublattice structure even in the presence of the field [29].
In terms of planar unit spins SA , SB , and SC belonging to
the three different sublattices, the energy of an arbitrary
three-sublattice state E3 , which we assume normalized by
the number of lattice sites, depends solely on the sum of these
spins,
 h
J
S A  S B  S C  2 ÿ 3 ÿ SA  S B  S C  ;
E3 
2
3
and is at its minimum at SA  SB  SC  h=3J. This means
that the minimization of E3 imposes only two restrictions on
jA , jB , and jC :
h
;
3J

47a

cos jA  cos jB  cos jC  0 ;

47b

sin jA  sin jB  sin jC 

which leads to the preservation of the continuous degeneracy
of the ground state [29]. Up to h  3J, the degeneracy space is
a pair of circles Z2  S1 , which at h  3J are glued at three
points. As h increases further, the degeneracy space is
reconnected such that it becomes isomorphic to a single
circle, which at h  9J shrinks to a point [29]. At h 5 9J, the
ground state becomes trivial, jj  p=2, and is not degenerate.
For 0 < h < 9J, the continuous degeneracy is accidental,
i.e., is not related to the symmetry of the Hamiltonian, and
therefore it is lifted if we take the free energy of small
fluctuations (spin waves) near the ground state into account
[30 ± 32, 183]. Computation of the free energy of spin waves in
the harmonic approximation shows [32] that it is a monotonically decreasing function of
U jA ; jB ; jC 
 cos2 jA ÿ jB   cos2 jB ÿ jC   cos2 jC ÿ jA  :
Therefore, taking the harmonic fluctuations into account is
equivalent to adding the ferromagnetic biquadratic interaction of neighboring spins to (46).
For 0 < h < 3J, the function U jA ; jB ; jC  attains its
minimum in those ground states in which the spins in one of
the three sublattices are antiparallel to the direction of the
field [30, 31], e.g.,
 
 
p
h
h
jA  ÿ ;
jB  F
;
jC  p ÿ F
; 48
2
3J
3J
where
F g  arcsin

1g
:
2
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Figure 9. Directions of the spins in three sublattices that minimize the free
energy of harmonic fluctuations: a, at h < 3J; b, at h  3J; c, at
3J < h < 9J; and p, at h 5 9J.

In stronger fields 3J < h < 9J , the minimum is attained in
the states in which two of the three sublattices are equivalent
[30, 31], e.g.,
 
 
h
h
jA  ÿp  F1
;
jB  jC  F2
;
49
3J
3J
where
F1 g  arcsin

3 ÿ g2
;
2g

F2 g  arcsin

c

3  g2
:
4g

In both cases, the continuous degeneracy is lifted such that
the total degeneracy is reduced to a sixfold one. As h ! 3J,
both equations (48) and (49) reproduce the solution
p
p
jA  ÿ ;
jB  jC  ;
50
2
2
characterized by threefold degeneracy. The structure of the
three-sublattice ground states that minimize U jA ; jB ; jC  at
different values of h is schematically shown in Fig. 9, where
the magnetic field is assumed to be directed vertically upward.
Instead of seeking the structure of the ground state that
minimizes U j1 ; j2 ; j3 , we can minimize the free energy of
the three-sublattice state that includes a fluctuation contribution in addition to E3 ,
F3  E3 ÿ gJU jA ; jB ; jC  ;
where g / T=J is a small dimensionless parameter describing
the relative strength of the fluctuation effects. The range of
fields in which solution (50) is a minimum of the Hamiltonian
then becomes finite. The width of this range proves to be
proportional to g.
All this implies that the phase diagram of a planar
antiferromagnet with a triangular lattice must have the
structure [31, 32] shown schematically in Fig. 10. All three
ordered phases (a, b, and c) that are present in the phase
diagram exhibit a long-range order in spin orientation in each
of the three sublattices, and the phases are denoted such that
the directions of hSi for the three sublattices correspond to
those depicted in Fig. 9. Phases a and c are sixfold degenerate,
phase b is threefold degenerate, and phase p is a disordered
(paramagnetic) phase. Such a phase diagram with three
ordered phases was first constructed in Ref. [29] using
numerical simulations, but the mean-field analysis leads to a
different, much simpler, structure of the phase diagram [176].
The phase transitions from phase a or phase c to phase b
must be of the Ising type, because they are related to the
formation of infinite domain walls, which mixes two of the six

b

3

a

T=J
Figure 10. Structure of the phase diagram of a planar antiferromagnet with
a triangular lattice. The figure does not show the weak splitting of the
phase transition at h  0 or the weak splitting of the transition from c to p,
which is present at sufficiently low temperatures at least.

p p
degenerate states [32]. Phase b is a 3  3 commensurate
crystal of spins antiparallel to the field in the background of
those parallel to the field. The results of an exact solution of
the model of rigid hexagons in Ref. [184] imply that the phase
transition related to the melting of such a structure as the
temperature increases belongs to the universality class of the
three-state Potts model.
In fields whose magnitude approaches 9J from below,
the values of jA , jB , and jC satisfying Eqn (47) can be
written as [135]
p
 F0 sin w ;
2


p
2p
jB   F0 sin w 
;
2
3


p
2p
;
jC   F0 sin w ÿ
2
3

jA 

where


h 1=2
;
F0  2 1 ÿ
9J
and hence the system can be approximated by the conventional (nonfrustrated) XY model with the six-order anisotropy, related to the free energy of fluctuations [32]. The
results of a renormalization-group analysis for such an XY
model [76, 185] show that at least a part of the transition
line from phase c to the disordered phase p must split, with
both transitions then belonging to the BKT universality
class. In the intermediate phase, anisotropy is irrelevant,
which leads to an algebraic decay of correlations instead of
the true long-range order, but the vortices of the auxiliary
variable w form bound pairs. Comparison with the structure
of the phase diagram [186, 187] of a six-state cubic model
[188, 189] suggest that the nonsplit part of the line of
transitions from c to p, as well as the nonsplit part of the
line of transitions from a to p, correspond to first-order
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Figure 11. (a) The kagome lattice; (b) the triangular lattice T a and the three
basis vectors aa . The sites of the dual lattice Ha are labeled by numbers
from 1 to 6. Identical numbers correspond to physically equivalent states.

transitions similar to the phase transition in the six-state
Potts model [190].
Chubukov and Golosov [191] showed that taking quantum fluctuations into account (in the approximation of large,
compared to unity, spin) does not result in any unexpected
changes. Quantum fluctuations play the same role as
thermodynamic fluctuations, i.e., lead to stabilization of the
same states. Therefore, the range of field magnitudes within
which phase b exists proves to be finite even at zero
temperature. These conclusions are confirmed by numerical
simulation of the quantum AFXY model with spin 1=2 [192].
Interestingly, in the case of a Heisenberg antiferromagnet
with a triangular lattice placed in an external magnetic field,
taking thermodynamic [193] or quantum [191, 194] fluctuations into account leads to stabilization of the ordered phases
with exactly the same structure as in the case of a planar
antiferromagnet. In other words, in the presence of fluctuations, the most energy-advantageous state is the one in which
the spins in the three sublattices lie in the same plane (parallel
to the direction of the magnetic field), with the orientations of
the spins in different sublattices being as in Fig. 9. Threesublattice phases with a similar structure are stabilized by
thermodynamic fluctuations [195] and by quantum fluctuations [196] in an antiferromagnet with a kagome lattice
(Fig. 11a), which has been confirmed by numerical simulation results [196, 197].
A characteristic feature of the intermediate phase b is a
much weaker dependence of magnetization on the magnitude
of the applied magnetic field than in phases a and c
surrounding it [191]. Such behavior of the magnetization
with field variation was observed in antiferromagnets consisting of weakly coupled triangular layers, such as EuC6
[198], and also in RbFe MoO4 2 [199, 200] and Cs2CuBr4
[201], in which the anisotropy is of the easy-plane type. The
phase diagram of RbFe MoO4 2 constructed in Refs [199,
200] has the structure that is almost identical to the structure
of the phase diagram in Fig. 10. The triangular lattice is
typical for the adsorbed monolayer that forms a twodimensional crystal.
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6. Planar antiferromagnet
with a kagome lattice
A kagome lattice is a triangular lattice a quarter of whose sites
are removed in a regular manner (Fig. 11a). It incorporates
two types of cells, triangular and hexagonal.
There is a number of layered antiferromagnets in which
the magnetic ions form weakly coupled layers with the
kagome lattice structure. The first to be mentioned here are
jarosites [202 ± 206], which are described by the formula
MFe3 OH6 SO4 2 (where M  H3 O, Na, K, Rb, Ag,
NH4, Tl, Pb, and Hg), their chromic analogs
KFe3 OH6 CrO4 2 , and also SrCr8ÿx Ga4x O19 (SCGO)
[207 ± 211] and Ba2 Sn2 ZnGa3 Cr7 O22 (QS-ferrite) [212].
Some of these substances exhibit easy-plane anisotropy. In
particular, this is confirmed by data on the susceptibility of
H3 OFe3 OH6 SO4 2 [206].
Another object of experimental studies are networks of
superconducting wires with the kagome lattice geometry [111,
213]. When the magnitude of an external magnetic field
corresponds to a half-integer number of flux quanta per
triangular unit cell (and hence, to an integer number of flux
quanta per hexagonal cell), the phase fluctuations in such a
system can also be described by an AFXY model.

6.1 Ground states
As in the case of a triangular lattice, the ground states of a
planar antiferromagnet with a kagome lattice and with the
interaction involving only the nearest neighbors can be
constructed on the grounds that the minimum energy of
any triangular cell is attained when the spins belonging to
this cell are at the angle 2p=3 to each other. Therefore, all
the variables jj take only three different values in each of
the ground states,
jA  F ;

jB  F 

2p
;
3

jC  F ÿ

2p
;
3

and any of the triangular cells must contain a permutation of
the three values, which makes it possible to put these states
[35, 214] in correspondence with the ground states of a threestate antiferromagnetic Potts model on the same lattice.
The exact solution found by Baxter [215] shows that the
ground state of the three-state antiferromagnetic Potts
model on the kagome lattice exhibits well-developed
degeneracy in which the number of ground states exponentially grows with the number of sites in the system, which
corresponds to a finite value of the residual entropy per site.
As in the case of the Potts model, a similar degeneracy of
the ground states of the AFXY model on the kagome lattice
is not related to a symmetry of the Hamiltonian. Degeneracy is retained even when the form of the nearest-neighbor
interaction changes.
Discrete degeneracy of the set of ground states of the
AFXY model on the kagome lattice can be described in terms
of formation p
of zero-energy
domain walls [34]. We examine
p
the so-called 3  3 state [216] (Fig. 12a), whose structure
corresponds to that of the ground state on a triangular lattice.
Another state with the same energy can be formed by a
permutation, e.g., of the form jB $ jC inside any closed loop
formed by sites with jj  jA , etc. A closed loop (the simplest
example of which is shown in Fig. 12c) can be considered
p pa
zero-energy domain wall separating two different 3  3
states. All such domain walls are polygonal lines in which the
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Figure 12. (a) The 3  3 state;
p (b)
pthe
 q  0 state; and (c, d) domain
walls separating two different 3  3 states.

neighboring segments are at the angle 2p=3 to each other
(Fig. 12d). Naturally, they may be open, i.e., infinite.
Degeneracy reflecting the possibility of constructing a
domain wall with zero energy is not related to a symmetry of
the Hamiltonian and is lifted when the interaction of more
distant neighbors is considered. To lift this accidental
degeneracy, it suffices to include the interaction of the nextto-nearest neighbors, which we characterize by the coupling
constant J2 . When the interaction involving the next-tonearest neighbors
p p is ferromagnetic J2 < 0, the ground
state is a 3  3 state [216], whose structure is shown in
Fig. 12a. It is characterized by the `antiferromagnetic'
ordering of the chiralities of triangular cells, with the
domain-wall energy Edw becoming positive.
In our further analysis, we restrict ourself to the limit
jJ2 j 5 J1 (where J1 > 0 is the coupling constant describing
the interaction of neighboring spins), where Edw  3jJ2 j per
wall segment. Because each segment of the domain wall
separates two triangular cells with the same chiralities, we
can say that the interaction of next-to-nearest neighbors on
the kagome lattice induces a proportional interaction of the
chiralities of the neighboring triangular cells, which is of the
opposite sign.
When the next-to-nearest-neighbor interaction is antiferromagnetic J2 > 0, the so-called q  0 state, schematically shown in Fig. 12b, has the lowest energy [126]. This state
is characterized by the `ferromagnetic' ordering of the
chiralities of triangular cells. For both signs of J2 , the
degeneracy of the ground state is reduced to U 1  Z2 [33].
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6.2 Zero-temperature fluctuations
As noted earlier, if we take only the nearest-neighbor
interaction into account, the set of ground states of the
AFXY model on a kagome lattice is the same as in the
three-state antiferromagnetic Potts model on the same
lattice. As is known, it is possible to map this set of ground
states onto the set of states of the SOS model in which the
variables nR defined at the centers of the hexagonal cells have
the meaning of `heights' of the surface and are vectors [35]. In
Fig. 11a, the sites R at which the variables nR are defined are
marked by white circles. They form a triangular lattice,
denoted by T in what follows. Each site j of the kagome
lattice can be associated with the bond RR0  of the lattice T ,
and each variable jj  jA ; jB ; jC can be associated with the
Potts variable aRR 0  aR 0 R , which takes three values and is
defined on this bond.
Because each triangular cell of the kagome lattice must
contain three different variables jA , jB , and jC , these
variables can be associated with three basis vectors aa
(a1  a2  a3  0) of a certain auxiliary lattice (Fig. 11b), to
be denoted by T a in what follows. The variables nR , taking the
values defined on T a , can be introduced by the rule

nR  aaRR 0 ; R 0  R  ea ;
51
nR 0 
nR ÿ aaRR 0 ; R 0  R ÿ ea ;
where ea are the three basis vectors of T (with
e1  e2  e3  0). This determines the correspondence
between the states of the antiferromagnetic Potts model and
those of the vector SOS model in which the variables nR 2 T a ,
having the meaning of heights, must satisfy the condition
jnR ÿ nR 0 j  a

52

on all bonds of the lattice T . Here, a  jaa j is the lattice
constant for T a .
Using the known properties of the exact solution [215] of
the three-state antiferromagnetic Potts model in the external
field stabilizing antiferromagnetic ordering of chiralities,
Huse and Rutenberg [35] demonstrated that in the vector
SOS model described above (whose partition function
involves all the allowed configurations with the same
weight), the correlation function nR ÿ nR 0 2 behaves as
n R ÿ nR 0 2 

3a 2
ln jR ÿ R 0 j
p2

as jR ÿ R 0 j ! 1. This means that this model is exactly at the
point of a phase transition from the rough phase to the
smooth phase. Hence, any additional perturbation that
leads to a reduction in fluctuations can be expected to shift
the system from the transition point to a smooth state where
the fluctuations of nR are not divergent.
According to condition (52), the values of the variables nR
in the neighboring sites must always differ from each other,
and therefore even the maximally smooth state of the `surface'
is a regular alternation of the three different values of nR . In
such a situation, the phase transition to the smooth phase is
described more naturally in terms of the variables
ur 

1
nR  nR 0  nR 00  ;
3

which are the arithmetic mean of the nR at the three sites of T
that belong to the same triangular cell. The variables ur can be
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assumed to be defined at the sites r of the honeycomb lattice H
dual to T ; they take values ur 2 Ha , where Ha is the
honeycomb lattice dual to T a (Fig. 11b).
In terms of the original spin variables Sj  cos jj ; sin jj ,
the smooth states of the vector SOS p
model
 p(in
 which all the
variables ur are equal) correspond to 3  3 states, and the
zero-energy steps, whose occurrence from fluctuations leads
to surface roughening, correspond to zero-energy domain
walls (of p
the
 type
p shown in Figs 12c and d) that separate
different 3  3 states. The logarithmic divergence of the
correlations of nR (or ur ) then corresponds to a power-law
decay of correlations of Sj .
It is convenient to analyze the large-scale properties of the
vector SOS model (and its further generalizations) by using
the multicomponent version of the sine-Gorgon model with
the same symmetry [34]. The dimensionless Hamiltonian of
this model can be chosen as
HsG  d2 r



3
X
2


KQ 2 
Hu r  y
cos Qa u r :
2
a1

16p2
;
3a 2

K

Kc

Figure 13. The renormalization-group diagram for Eqns (54). A system
with only the nearest-neighbor interaction and zero temperature can be
associated with a certain point on the left separatrix. The dashed arrow
indicates the direction of flow at T > 0, when the negative contribution
proportional to z 2 to the left-hand side of Eqn (54a) must be taken into
account.

a
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C

B

C
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54a
54b

where l is the logarithm of the scale. The corresponding
renormalization-group diagram is schematically shown in
Fig. 13, where Kc  1=8p. The form of Eqns (54) implies
that the phase transition from the smooth phase to the rough
phase occurs when the renormalized value of K becomes
equal to Kc . This means that the vector SOS model introduced
above (which, as Huse and Rutenberg [35] found, is at a phase
transition point) can be associated [34] with one of the points
on the left separatrix.

6.3 Fluctuations at a finite temperature
At a finite temperature, other types of fluctuations come into
play. These, in contrast to the zero-temperature fluctuations
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A similar Hamiltonian [with the opposite sign in front of
the second term on the right-hand side of (53)] and the
equivalent vector Coulomb gas were studied by Nelson [217]
in connection with the problem of melting of a twodimensional crystal with a triangular lattice. Although it was
found later (see Refs [9 ± 11]) that the melting problem is
described by a somewhat more complicated Hamiltonian in
which the contributions related to compression and shear
enter separately (rather than in an invariant combination), in
the present problem, the displacement occurs in an abstract
space that is in no way related to real space, which actually
allows introducing a single elasticity modulus, as was
assumed in Eqn (53).
In our notation, the renormalization-group equations
describing the evolution of K and y under rescaling [217] can
be written as

B

A

C

Q1  Q2  Q3  0 :

dK 3p 2

y ;
dl
8


dy
1
 2ÿ
y ÿ py 2 ;
dl
4pK

y

53

The first term on the right-hand side of (53) describes the
effective rigidity (of entropic origin) related to fluctuations of
u r, and the second term makes the values of u r belonging
to Ha preferable. Here, Qa are the three basis vectors of the
triangular lattice reciprocal to Ta , and therefore
Q2a 
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Figure 14. Examples of topological defects in the background of 3  3
states: (a) a fractional vortex, and (b) a dislocation that is a neutral pair of
fractional vortices.

discussed in the previous subsection, require an expenditure
of energy. In particular, vortex formation becomes possible,
with the vortices bound into small pairs at low temperatures.
In addition to ordinary vortices (with integer topological
charge), fractional vortices with the topological charge 1=3
[35] may also appear, localized on domain walls at the points
where the neighboring segments of the wall form an angle
different from 2p=3 [34] (similarly to the way this occurs for a
triangular lattice; see Section 5.1).
Figure 14a shows a domain wall containing one such
point. The point divides the wall into two parts: the upper part
formed by sites C and the lower part formed by sites B.
Clearly, as we cross the upper part of the domain wall, the
state to the right of the wall must differ from the state to the
left by a permutation of jA and jB , while as we cross the
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lower part, the state to the right of the wall differs from the
state to the left by a permutation of jA and jC . This leads to a
mismatch in the values of the phase amounting to 2p=3,
which, for instance, may be localized along the line XÿYÿZ.
Naturally, the minimum energy is attained when instead of
jumping by 2p=3 on this line, the phase gradually changes by
2p=3 as we go around the singular point, which signifies the
creation of a fractional vortex with the topological charge
whose absolute value is 1=3.
All fractional vortices at low temperatures are bound into
neutral pairs. An example of such a pair is shown in Fig. 14b.
As the temperature increases, dissociation of fractional
vortex pairs must occur [35, 218, 219].
If fractional vortices were to exist independently of
domain walls, the dissociation would occur at a temperature
Tfv satisfying the relation
Tfv 

p
G Tfv  ;
18

55

p
similar to (37). Because G  3=4J1 in any of the degenerate states, this yields the estimate [34]
p
p 3
56
J1  0:0756 J1 ;
Tfv 4
72
which is in good agreement with the values of the phase
transition temperature Tfv  0:070ÿ0:076 J1 that follow
from the results of numerical simulations in [220]. In
Ref. [222], the same estimate for Tfv was obtained in a much
more complicated way, based on the use of the dual
transformation.
Comparison of rule (51) with Fig. 14a shows that in terms
of the vector SOS model introduced in the previous section,
each fractional vortex corresponds to a point going around
which changes the variable u by Du, where jDuj  a. This
means that each fractional vortex is a point where a step of
height Du (or, more generally, a set of steps with the total
height Du) begins or ends. Accordingly, fluctuations in the
SOS model lead to an additional contribution to the
interaction of fractional vortices, a contribution that stems
from the difference in the entropies of states with different
points at which the steps end [34]. In the entire rough phase
(including the point of transition to the smooth phase), this
additional interaction, which can be expressed in terms of the
correlation function of some new XY model that is dual to the
SOS model [90, 91], is also logarithmic. Its presence leads to a
slight increase in Tfv and a relative weakening of the mutual
effect of fractional and ordinary vortices. Comparison with
the results in Ref. [222] shows that such an interaction could,
at least theoretically, lead to an additional phase transition
related to the dissociation of pairs of ordinary vortices and
occurring at Tv > Tfv . But this does not happen because the
magnitude of the entropic interaction of fractional vortices is
low [34].
On the other hand, for T > 0, the rigorous equivalence
with the SOS model is lost [34]. We recall that in terms of spin
variables, the infinite number of various `smooth' states of the
SOS
p model
p corresponds (for a given jA ) to only six different
3  3 states, which can be obtained from the state shown
in Fig. 12a by various permutations of A, B, and C. In
Fig. 11b, the sites of the lattice Ha that in terms of the
original phase variables jj correspond to the same states are
labeled by identical numbers.
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At zero temperature, the specific properties of zero-energy
domain walls separating such states (in particular, two closed
domain walls cannot cross) allow interpreting these states as
nonequivalent states of the SOS model. A similar situation
occurs when the six-vertex model of a ferroelectric (the ice
model [93]) is used to construct the SOS model of the 001
face of a crystal with a bcc lattice [92].
When the temperature is finite, the set of domain walls
separating two physically equivalent states acquires the
capacity to merge and disappear. Such point defects are well
known in the theory of transitions from a commensurate state
to an incommensurate state [223]. The self-energy Ed of such a
defect is finite and proportional to J1 :
Ed  c d J 1 ;
where cd is of the order of unity.
In terms of the multicomponent sine-Gordon model in
(53), such defects correspond to dislocations of the field u
whose Burgers vectors ba a  1; 2; 3, as follows from
Fig. 11b, are given by
b1  a3 ÿ a2 ;

b2  a1 ÿ a3 ;

b3  a2 ÿ a1 :

An example of such a dislocation is shown in Fig. 14b. It is
formed by a neutral pair of fractional vortices localized at two
different domain walls that are not continuations of each
other. The symbol X denotes the site at which jj 
jA  jB =2. Near this site, the values of jj differ slightly
from those at sites A, B, and C. If we consistently apply rule
(51) along the perimeter of any closed contour surrounding
point X, we obtain Dn  a2 ÿ a1 .
Renormalization of the fugacity z  exp ÿcd J1 =T  of the
dislocation under rescaling is described by the equation [9, 10]
dz
 lz z  2pz 2 ;
dl
where
lz  2 ÿ

KQ 2 b 2
 2 ÿ 4pK :
4p

In the vicinity of the roughening transition K  Kc  1=8p,
the exponent lz describing the renormalization of z is close to
l0z  3=2, which corresponds to a rapid increase in z.
Comparison of lz with ly  2 ÿ 1= 4pK shows that y and z
cannot be simultaneously renormalized to zero. In this
respect, the situation is similar to the one that emerges in the
analysis of the conventional (ferromagnetic) XY model with
weak anisotropy of not too high an order [76, 185].
The presence of dislocations (or, more exactly, dislocation
pairs) leads to the additional negative term proportional to z 2
in the right-hand side of (54a). The presence of such a term
shifts the flow from the separatrix to the region corresponding
to the rough phase of the SOS model [34].
On the other hand, an unlimited increase in z under
renormalization means that a finite concentration of free
dislocations appears in the system, which transform the rough
phase of the SOS model into the disordered phase of the sixstate model. In this phase, the decay of correlations is
characterized by a finite correlation radius xz , which can be
found as the scale on which the renormalized value of z
becomes of the order of unity.
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The correlation radius xz determines the scale on which
the additional (entropic) interaction of fractional vortices
associated with domain-wall fluctuations is screened. The fact
that xz is finite eliminates even the hypothetical possibility of
dissociation of pairs of ordinary vortices occurring as an
independent phase transition at Tv > Tfv .

6.4 Phase transition related to chirality ordering
As noted earlier, the ferromagnetic interaction of next-tonearest neighbors leads to a situation where the energy of
domain walls similar to those shown in Figs 12c and d
becomes finite: Edw  3jJ2 j. Usually, Tdw , the temperature
of the phase transition related to the formation of infinite
domain walls, can be estimated by comparing the energy and
entropy contributions to the free energy of the wall [224, 225],
which in the present situation would lead to Tdw / jJ2 j. But
this approach does not account for the fact that the emergence
of an infinite wall leads to an additional decrease in entropy
because it creates obstructions to the emergence of fluctuation-generated closed domain walls, with the result that the
outcome is often incorrect.
In terms of the vector SOS model, the finite value of Edw
(i.e., the step energy) shifts the system from the roughening
transition point to the smooth phase. On the other hand, the
appearance of free dislocations at a finite temperature
encourages a shift in the opposite direction, i.e., into the
disordered phase. The renormalization-group analysis in
Ref. [34], with the competition between these two effects
taken into account, allows concluding that in the limit as
jJ2 j=J1 ! 0,

3=8
Edw
5=8
/ J1 jJ2 j3=8 ;
57
Tdw  J1
J1
while as the ratio jJ2 j=J1 increases, the system goes into the
regime where the value of the exponent in (57) changes from
3=8 to 1=2, which can be shown using a self-consistent
approximation similar to the one introduced in Ref. [226].
The low-temperature phase existing at T < Tdw is characterized by the presence of a true long-range order in the
antiferromagnetic ordering of the chiralities of triangular cells
and a power-law decay of
i.e., of the

 spin correlations,
correlation function exp i jjr ÿ jj  , the decay caused
primarily by the existence of spin waves.
We emphasize that Eqn (57) was derived on the assumption that all fractional vortices are bound into pairs, and
therefore this equation is valid only for Tdw < Tfv . On the
other hand, fractional-vortex pair dissociation is possible
only at T > Tdw , because at T < Tdw , fractional vortices are
bound, in addition to the logarithmic interaction, by the
domain walls, which have a finite free energy per unit length.
Hence, the scenario with Tdw > Tfv does not work, and
dissociation of fractional-vortex pairs occurs either at a
temperature higher than that needed for the emergence of
infinite domain walls or simultaneously with such emergence.
The appearance of a network of domain walls leads to a
mixing of the six ground states that can be obtained from the
state shown in Fig. 12a via all possible permutations of A, B,
and C, and therefore the related phase transition must not
belong to the Ising universality class. Construction of a sixstate model with the same domain-wall statistics [28, 34]
results in a model related by the duality transformation
[227 ± 229] to the six-state cubic model in which, as is
known, the phase transition (provided there is a single
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transition) is a first-order one [186, 187]. Consequently, in
the problem considered here, the phase transition at T  Tdw
must be a first-order one at Tdw < Tfv at least, but probably
also at larger values of Edw , where the continuous and discrete
degrees of freedom become disordered simultaneously.
Comparison of (55) with (57) shows that Tdw < Tfv is
possible only if ÿJmax < J2 < 0, where Jmax is of the order of
10ÿ3 J1 [34]. When J2 < ÿJmax , only one phase transition can
occur in the system, and the emergence of infinite domain
walls in this phase transition leads to the appearance of free
vortices of all possible types. In this case, dissociation of
fractional-vortex pairs occurs because the linear contribution
to their interaction (related to the free energy of the domain
walls connecting the pairs) vanishes, while the logarithmic
contribution to the interaction is too weak to hold these pairs
in a bound state. Hence, we can expect that the value of the
helicity modulus at the transition point is nonuniversal:
2 G Tc  18
<
<
:
p
Tc
p
We emphasize that the above estimate of Jmax was made with
the numerical factors that may be involved in Eqn (57)
neglected, and must therefore be taken with caution.
In the intermediate phase, i.e., at Tdw < T < Tfv , both the
correlation of spins Sj and the correlation of the chiralities of
triangular cells
but the correlation

 decay exponentially,
function exp 3i jjr ÿ jj  decays in accordance with a
power law [35]. With
pair dissociation,

 the fractional-vortex
the decay of exp 3i jjr ÿ jj  changes to exponential.
When the next-to-nearest-neighbor interaction is antiferromagnetic (J2 > 0), the energy minimum is attained in one of
the q  0 states with the ferromagnetic ordering of the
chiralities of triangular cells [216] (Fig. 12b). Clearly, the
discrete degeneracy of such a state is also twofold.
As in the previous case, this state allows the formation of a
domain wall whose energy Edw (per unit segment) is
proportional to the coupling constant for the next-to-nearest
neighbors:
Edw  3jJ2 j  3J2
(Fig. 15a). However, comparison of Fig. 15a with Fig. 15b
shows that in this case, the state on the other side of the wall
is uniquely determined by the orientation of the wall and is
different for different orientations. The emerging mismatch
of the values of jj must be balanced by the presence of
fractional vortices at all corners of the domain walls,
similarly to the case of the FFXY model on a square lattice
(see Section 4.2).
When J2 5 J1 , the ground-state defects emerging as a
result of thermal fluctuations and related to the change in the
sign of chiralities have the shape of narrow stripes limited by
two low-energy domain walls (Fig. 15c). As in Fig. 14, we let
X denote the sites at which
j  jB
:
jj  A
2
Similar in shape are structural defects that appear as the
temperature increases in a uniformly frustrated XY model
with f  1=4 or f  1=3 and a triangular lattice [230].
The energy of such a defect is close to 2E0  2Edw L, where
E0  c0 J1 c0  0:55 is the energy of each of its ends and L is
the length of the defect. This allows estimating the fraction r
of the area of the system occupied by such defects. When
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Figure 15. Examples of topological defects in the background of the q  0
state: (a, b) straight domain walls of different orientations, (c) typical
finite-size defect, and (d) kink on a wall.

Edw 5 T 5 J1 , we have



2
T
2E0
:
r
exp ÿ
T
2Edw
The assumption that the phase transition occurs when r
becomes of the order of 1 [113] yields an equation for the
transition temperature,
Tdw 

E0
;
ln Tdw =Edw 

whence [34]
Tdw 

Ep3p3  ÿJ1  2J2

Fd < Fd  Ep3p3 ÿ TS0 ;

C
C

p p
3 3

is the highest among the energies of all states allowed at
J1  1, and therefore the free energy Fd of the disordered
phase must satisfy the inequality

C

C

A

c

C

A

B

On the other hand, for J2 > 0, the energy of the
state

C

B

C
A

A

Actually, when J2 5 J1 , the phase transition is driven by
the entropy of formation of a network of domain walls
similarly to the situation with the Ising model on a triangular
lattice with the antiferromagnetic interaction between both
the nearest and more distant neighbors [231]. The transition
temperature then proves to be finite even at J1  1, when the
existence of finite-size fluctuations on the background of the
q  0 state is impossible. In this limit, the ordered phase at
low temperatures is completely frozen, while its energy (per
site) coincides with the energy of the q  0 state:
Eq0  ÿJ1 ÿ J2 :
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J1
:
ln J1 =J2 

A similar estimate follows from comparing the domain-wall
energy Edw with the wall entropy Sdw  2 exp ÿEk =T 
related to the possibility of kinks forming on the wall. An
example of such a kink is shown in Fig. 15d. Its structure is
very similar to that of the endpoint of the linear defect shown
in Fig. 15c, and hence Ek  E0 .

where S0  0:1264 [215] is the residual entropy per site (at
J2  0 and T  0).
Comparison of Eq  0 with Fd allows concluding that at
J1  1, the temperature Tdw of the phase transition to the
disordered phase must not exceed
Ep3p3 ÿ Eq0

Tdw

 23:7 J2 :
58
S0
A similar estimate was suggested in Ref. [37] based on a more

is
general argument; in reality, the inequality Tdw < Tdw
rigorous. Clearly, the same estimate is true for sufficiently
large values of J1 .
As in the case of the antiferromagnetic ordering of
chiralities, infinite domain walls may appear as a result of a
separate phase transition (which does not cause the fractional-vortex pair dissociation) only at T < Tfv . Comparison

of (56) with (58) shows that the inequality Tdw
< Tfv requires


that J2 < Jmax , where Jmax is of the order of 3  10ÿ3 J1 .
Because the appearance of domain walls in this case is also
related to the mixing of the six (rather than two) different
states, the phase transition at T  Tdw cannot be of the Ising

< Tfv transforms the
type. The phase transition at T  Tdw
system into the same phasewith a power-law
decay of the

as the phase
correlation function exp 3i jjr ÿ jj 
transition at T  Tdw < Tfv does in the case of the opposite
sign of J2 .
When only the nearest-neighbor spins are involved in the
interaction, accidental degeneracy is lifted only at a finite
temperature due to the difference in the free energies of small
fluctuations (spin waves). A similar mechanism of accidental
degeneracy lifting was examined in Sections 4.5 and 5.2. But
in contrast to those two examples, the Hamiltonian describing harmonic fluctuations in the case of a planar antiferromagnet with a kagome lattice proves to be the same for all
ground states. Therefore, the difference between the free
energies of the fluctuations near different ground states
emerges only if the anharmonicity is taken into account and
must then be a quantity of the second order (at least!) in the
temperature [35].
The results of calculations in Ref. [34] show that it
suffices to limit oneself to anharmonic corrections of the
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lowest order. The free energy of anharmonic fluctuations
attains its minimum if the chiralities of neighboring
p p
triangular cells have opposite signs (i.e., in the 3  3
state), and its value is
eff
Edw
g

T2
;
J1

59

ÿ3
where
2
pg p
 10 > 0. The tendency toward ordering into
the 3  3 state also manifests itself in constructing the
high-temperature expansion [216], which, however, does not
allow drawing any conclusions about the behavior of the
system in the low-temperature limit.
As is known, both thermodynamic [232, 233] and
quantum [234 ± 236] anharmonic fluctuations in a Heisenberg antiferromagnet with a kagome lattice also lead to
stabilization
(at least local) of the planar state with the
p p
3  3 structure. The same effect results from harmonic
fluctuations of the magnitude of the order parameter in a
kagome-geometry network of superconducting wires placed
in an external magnetic field whose magnitude corresponds to
a half-integer number of flux quanta per triangular cell [37].
We note that the effective domain-wall energy given by
Eqn (59) is always small compared to the temperature, which,
for instance, in the case of the Ising model would mean that it
is not sufficiently high to stabilize the ordering of chiralities.
But in the system under consideration, the situation is quite
different.
Substituting (59) in (57), we see that at J2  0, the
temperature of the phase transition related to the antiferromagnetic ordering of chiralities at J2  0 can be estimated as

Tdw J2  0  g 3=2 J1 :

60

With the numerically calculated value of g mentioned earlier
substituted in (60), we have
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and is extremely low because g is numerically small
g  10ÿ3 ÿ10ÿ4 . As a result, it turns out that in both
systems, the ordering of chiralities even at the optimum
temperature is characterized by a correlation radius so large
that its observation in numerical simulations becomes
impossible [36, 113]

6.5 Structure of the phase diagram
The structure of the phase diagram of a planar antiferromagnet with a kagome lattice [34] is schematically shown (off
scale) in Fig. 16. Phases with the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering of chiralities are denoted by F and
AF, respectively. The phase in which the ordering of
chiralities
is destroyed
but the correlation function


exp 3i jjr ÿ jj  decays in accordance with a power law
(and, hence, the effective helicity is finite) is denoted by S and
the completely disordered phase is denoted by D.
The phase transition from S to D is related to the
dissociation of pairs of fractional vortices with topological
charges 1=3 [35, 218, 219]. In Section 6.3, it was shown
that the additional interaction of fractional vortices induced
by fluctuations of domain walls connecting them is shortrange and, hence, unessential. The corresponding phase
transition belongs to the BKT universality class, and the
value of the helicity modulus at the transition point must
satisfy relation (55).
However, the range of parameters where the scenario
with Tdw < Tfv develops and the fractional-vortex pair
dissociation occurs as an independent phase transition

, where
turns out to be very narrow: ÿJmax < J2 < Jmax

ÿ2
ÿ3
Jmax ; Jmax  10 ÿ10 J1 . For larger values of jJ2 j, the
J2 =J1
F

Tdw J2  0  10ÿ4 J1 :
It is worth noting that in a finite system, the ordering of
chiralities survives only if the free energy of a domain wall
crossing the entire system is high compared to the temperature. This imposes a restriction on the system size L, namely,
L 4 Lc , where Lc is larger than or of the order of
eff
Lmin
 T=Edw
 J1 = gT . From Eqns (59) and (60), it
c
follows that in the low-temperature phase with a long-range
is larger than or of the order of 107
order of chiralities, Lmin
c
[36], which makes observation of the chirality ordering
induced by anharmonic fluctuations very questionable. This
agrees with the results of numerical simulations in Ref. [220],
which showed that there is no ordering of chiralities at
T 5 10ÿ3 J1 and L 4 300. The above estimates imply that
the observation of such ordering requires not only much
lower temperatures but also much larger systems.
Interestingly, anharmonic fluctuations must also be taken
into account in analyzing FFXY models on the honeycomb
[36] and dice [113] lattices. In both these models (in contrast to
the antiferromagnetic model on the kagome lattice), the
Hamiltonian describing harmonic fluctuations has different
forms in different ground states, but the free energy of such
fluctuations (as well as the energy of their zero-point
oscillations) is the same for all the ground states because of
a hidden gauge symmetry of such Hamiltonians [36, 113].
In both cases, the effective domain-wall energy related to
anharmonic fluctuations is then also described by Eqn (59)

0

S

T=J1

D

AF

Figure 16. Schematic of the structure of the phase diagram of the AFXY
model on a kagome lattice.
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two phase transitions must merge. This is confirmed by the
results of the numerical simulations done by Gekht and
Bondarenko [33], who found that at jJ2 j 5 0:1J1 , the
disordering in the continuous and discrete degrees of freedom occur at the same temperature and that the thermodynamic singularity is close to the Ising one.
At J2 < 0 and jJ2 j  J1 , a new splitting of the phase
transitions into two must occur, related to the development
of the scenario with Tv < Tdw in accordance with the
mechanism discussed in Section 5. This splitting is shown in
the lower part of Fig. 16.
Taking anharmonic fluctuations into account leads to a
slight increase in the effective magnitude of the coupling
constant J2 , which causes the range of the existence of phase
S to be bent upward, resembling a beak. As a result, for very
small but positive values of J2 , the four phase transitions must
occur in the sequence F ! S ! AF ! S ! D as the temperature increases.
As in the case of a triangular lattice, the above results can
be used to describe not only planar antiferromagnets but also
Josephson junction arrays and networks of superconducting
wires in a magnetic field with a half-integer number of flux
quanta per triangular cell, and lattices of p-junctions in the
absence of a field. The interaction leading to lifting the
accidental degeneracy in such systems is the magnetic
interaction of currents [37].
Park and Huse [37] showed that the magnetic energy of
currents is at its minimum in the q  0 state. This implies that
taking this energy into account within the scope of the
analysis in this section should correspond to J2 > 0. But a
more systematic approach in Refs [112, 113], which accounts
not only for the self-energy of the magnetic fields generated by
currents but also for the effect of these fields on the change in
the free energy of Josephson junctions (or superconducting
wires), shows that the total variation of the free energy has the
opposite sign. Therefore, taking the magnetic effects into
account in frustrated superconducting systems with the
kagome lattice geometry corresponds to J2 < 0.
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7. Solitons and phase-transition splitting
7.1 The XY model with modified interaction
We now examine a modification of the XY model described
by the Hamiltonian
X
H
V ji ÿ jj  ;
61
i j

where, in contrast to the standard XY model with V y 
ÿJ cos y used to describe planar ferromagnets and arrays of
ordinary Josephson junctions, we assume that the even
periodic function V y has, in addition to the main minimum
at y  0, an additional minimum at y  p of an almost equal
depth (Fig. 17a). The phase variables jj , defined up to a shift
by 2p, are assumed to be defined at the sites of a square lattice.
As shown in Refs [38 ± 40], such a dependence of the
Josephson energy on the phase difference is characteristic of
SFS junctions whose parameters are close to the point of
transition of the junction to the so-called p-state [41 ± 43],
and hence the model under consideration can be used to
describe a regular array fabricated from such junctions. The
transition of SFS junctions into the p-state caused by
temperature changes has been demonstrated experimentally
in Refs [237 ± 239], and by variation of the junction para-

Figure 17. (a) The coupling V y leading to the possibility of soliton
formation; (b) a closed soliton; and (c) a soliton ending on a half-vortex
with m  1=2.

meters in [240]. The first experiment that involved an SFSjunction array (albeit containing only two cells) was carried
out in Ref. [241].

7.2 Classification of defects and possible phase transitions
We let V1  V p ÿ V 0 denote the difference in energy for
the nonequivalent minima of V y and V2 denote the
curvature of this function near the minima. We assume the
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curvature to be the same for both minima and to satisfy the
condition V2 4 V1 . At low temperatures, the main contribution to the partition function of a system with continuous
degeneracy is provided by the ground states (corresponding
to the absolute minimum of the Hamiltonian), the low-lying
local minima of the Hamiltonian, and small fluctuations
near these minima (spin waves), which are responsible for
the power-law  decay of the correlation function
exp i jjr ÿ jj  i with increasing jrj [1, 66].
The XY model with the modified interaction introduced
above is characterized by two basic types of minima of the
Hamiltonian: vortices and solitons. Vortices are point-like
topological excitations with the same structure as in the
conventional XY model (see Fig. 1). Because the bare value
of the helicity modulus is equal to V2 in this system, we can
expect vortex-pair dissociation to occur at T  Tv  V2 .
The second type of local minima of the Hamiltonian is given
by solitons, the lines on the dual lattice crossing which
changes the phase by p [44 ± 46] (Fig. 17b). The soliton
energy per unit length is V1 , with the result that at T 5 V1 ,
all solitons generated as thermal fluctuations must be closed
and have a small length.
We emphasize that a soliton is not an unremovable
topological excitation, because states on both sides of it can
be transformed into each other continuously, without leaving
the degeneracy space. This means that in contrast to domain
walls in the Ising model, solitons may have endpoints. To
balance the phase jump on a soliton, the phase must gradually
change by p in going around the soliton endpoint. This
means that soliton endpoints are vortices with a half-integer
topological charge [44 ± 46]. Naturally, the minimum energy
corresponds to m  1=2. For brevity, we call such objects
(Fig. 17c) half-vortices.
As in the case of integer vortices with m  1, the
interaction of half-vortices with m  1=2 is logarithmic,
with the coupling constant (in front of the logarithm) being
four times smaller. If half-vortices were to exist independently
of solitons, the dissociation of neutral pairs formed by them
would occur at the temperature T  Thv , where Thv 5 Tv is
the solution of the equation
Thv 

p
G Thv  ;
8
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which is similar to Eqn (18). But because each half-vortex is
also the endpoint of a soliton, an attempt to move two halfvortices apart to an arbitrary distance reveals the presence of
a contribution to their interaction that is linear in the distance
and is related to the energy of the soliton connecting the halfvortices. When V1 is of the same order as V2 , the presence of
such an interaction is an obstruction to the dissociation of
pairs of half-vortices at T  Thv .
If T 5 V2 =4 and the relation between T and V1 is
arbitrary, the logarithmic interaction of soliton endpoints
leads to a situation in which they are all coupled into neutral
(in the topological charge) pairs of small size. Hence, near any
soliton endpoint, there is always an endpoint of another
soliton, which can be considered a continuation of the first
one. Thanks to this, when T 5 V2 =4, solitons behave as
topological excitations in the Ising model (domain walls),
even though they are not such excitations in essence [44, 45].
This means that at T  TS  V1 , the system undergoes
a phase transition from the low-temperature phase, in
which all solitons form closed loops (even if they have
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small openings), to a phase that contains infinite-length
solitons. The behavior of the system at T > TS is
characterized by an exponential
decay of the correlation

function exp i jjr ÿ jj  because as the distance between
two points increases, the number of uncorrelated solitons
separating these points increases also increases unlimitedly
and j jumps by p on each of these solitons.
At the same time, the presence of solitons has no marked
effect on the behavior
of the correlation function

exp 2i jjr ÿ jj  , which shows a power-law behavior at
both T > TS and T < TS because the phase transition at
T  TS does not result in the vanishing of the helicity
modulus. Thus, the phase transition at T  TS can be
interpreted as a transition to a nematic phase in which the
symmetry with respect to the rotation by p is not broken. It
is interesting that although the phase transition is related to
the symmetry group Z2 , the absence of a long-range order in
exp ijj  does not allow introducing an explicit expression
(in terms of jj ) for the order parameter related to this
transition.
The vanishing of the free energy per soliton unit length at
T > TS means that the linear contribution to the interaction
of half-vortices is screened and that the dissociation of pairs
of half-vortices becomes possible. If we assume that the
presence of solitons does not lead to a renormalization of
the bare logarithmic coupling of half-vortices, their decoupling and the phase transition to a disordered
phase,
 in which

not only the correlation function
 exp i jjr ÿ jj  but also
the correlation function exp 2i jjr ÿ jj  decays exponentially, must occur at T  Thv  V2 =4. Comparison with
the estimate TS  V1 shows that as the ratio V1 =V2 decreases,
the phase transition must necessarily split into two [44 ± 46].

7.3 Dual and Coulomb representations
To prove the possibility of the existence of an intermediate
phase of a nematic nature separated from the high-temperature disordered phase by a phase transition of the BKT
universality class more rigorously, we consider the interaction V y such that the weight factor


V y
w y  exp ÿ
T
has the form [45, 46]



K
w y  wBV y  exp ÿ
wBV y ÿ p ;
T

63

where wBV y is the weight factor (4) corresponding to the
Berezinskii ± Villain interaction. When K5 T 5 J, the parameters V1 and V2 defined above are close to K and J V1  K
and V2  J .
Applying the duality transformation (see Section 2.6)
allows transforming the partition function of the XY model
defined in this way into the partition function of the SOS
model defined by the Hamiltonian [44]

X  J
K
HSOS 
nR ÿ nR 0 2 ÿ
sR sR 0 ;
64
2
2
RR 0 
where J  T 2 =J, the integer variables nR are defined at the
sites R of the dual lattice,
sR  exp ipnR   1 ;
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and K and K are linked by the Kramers ± Wannier duality
relation [120]
sinh

K
K
 1;
sinh
T
T

and hence the condition K 5 T 5 J corresponds to
K 4 T 4 J .
It is easy to see from Hamiltonian (64) that the energy of
1
unit-height steps Estep is K  J =2, while the energy of
2
1
double-height steps Estep  2J may be lower than Estep .
1
As K ! 1, the value of Estep tends to infinity, and therefore
all the variables nR must be either even or odd. If in addition
J 5 T, the system is nevertheless in the rough state, in which
the square of the surface width diverges and the double-step
free energy (per unit length) is zero.
When K < 1, formation of domain walls separating two
rough `vacua' becomes possible. Such domain walls (they are
unit-height steps as well) have a high energy per unit length
and, consequently, their free energy at K 5 T must be finite
(the upper bound on the entropy estimate is a value of the
order of unity). This means that there are only small
inclusions of one of the two vacua into the other vacuum
and that the asymmetry between even and odd values of n, i.e.,
the long-range order in the variables s, is preserved [44].
The results in Refs [90, 91] imply that in terms of the
original XY model, the finiteness of the free energy

 of a simple
step means that the correlation function exp i jjr ÿ jj 
decays exponentially, while the vanishing of the free energy
of a double step means that the correlation function
exp 2i jjr ÿ jj  decays as a power-law function. Thus,
we have obtained another confirmation of the fact that for
K 5 T 5 J, the XY model with interaction (63) is in the
nematic phase described above.
However, in both the original representation in terms of
jj and the dual representation, the nematic phase is a phase in
which fluctuations are weak only for one of the two possible
types of fluctuation, while the most convincing proof of the
existence of this phase would be the construction of a
representation in which all fluctuations are weak when
K 5 T 5 J.
To achieve this goal, it is convenient to pass from
summation over the variables nR in the partition function of
the SOS model to integration, keeping the sR independent
variables. For this, we write nR in the form
nR 
nR  2~

1 ÿ sR
;
2

where n~R is also an integer, and replace summation over n~R
with integration via Poisson resummation formula (22). This
leads to the partition function [44]
1
Y X
X 
ZCg 
R
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as the partition function of a Coulomb gas consisting of
integer and half-integer charges mR =2 interacting with the
Ising model. Clearly, at T 5 J; K , all these charges are bound
into pairs and the Ising variables sR are ordered. We now see
to what consequences the coupling of m and s leads.
As J ! 1, partition function (65) becomes the partition
function of the two-dimensional Ising model, whose exact
solution was first found by Onsager [118]. The phase
transition in this model occurs at
T  Tc 

K
ln 1 

p ;
2

as can be shown from duality considerations [120].
When J 4 T, we can sum over mR in (65) assuming that all
charges are bound into neutral pairs separated by large
distances, with the mutual effect of the pairs manifesting
itself only in the renormalization of J. The summation gives
rise to an additional ferromagnetic interaction of the
variables sR that decays as R ÿpJ=2T at large distances. If the
half-vortices are bound into pairs, then pJ=2T 5 4 and,
according to Ref. [241], this additional interaction cannot
change the nature of the Ising transition.
As K ! 1, partition function (65) becomes the partition
function of a Coulomb gas consisting of charges mR =2, with
the phase transition in this system related to the dissociation
of the neutral pairs of charges of the minimum value
mR =2  1=2, i.e., half-vortices. When K < 1, taking
fluctuations of s into account leads to a situation where the
bare interaction of the half-vortices acquires the additional
term ÿT ln hsR sR 0 i. At large values of K , when hsR i 6 0, this
leads only to a reduction of the fugacity of half-vortices, and
the correction to their interaction decays exponentially. For
smaller values of K , when hsR i vanishes, an interaction
proportional to the distance between the half-vortices
appears, i.e., the soliton free energy (per unit length) becomes
finite.

7.4 Structure of the phase diagram
Figure 18 gives a rough picture of the phase diagram (in the
variables T=J and K=T ) of the XY model with the modified
interaction, based on the results in the present section [44 ±
46]. We let D denote the disordered phase, S denote the lowtemperature (superconducting) phase, and I denote the
intermediate `nematic' phase in which the superfluid density
is also finite. According to Refs [47, 48], in terms of a
T=J

a
b
D

mR  ÿ1 sR  1


1 X mR1
mR2
G0 R1 ÿ R 2 
 exp ÿ
2
2T R ; R 2
1
2

X mR
K X
sR ÿ
sR sR 0 ;
 ip
2
2T RR 0 
R

S
c
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which, together with summation over sR  1, incorporates
summation over the integer-valued variables mR , also
defined at the dual lattice sites, with G0 R having the
standard form (8). Partition function (65) can be interpreted

e
I

d
K=T

Figure 18. Phase diagram of the XY model with the modified interaction
that leads to the possibility of soliton formation.
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superconducting array, the coherency of this phase is not due
to the motion of Cooper pairs (because the pair correlation
function of the order parameter decays exponentially) but due
to the motion of pairs of Cooper pairs.
Dissociation of pairs of ordinary vortices occurs on line
ab, dissociation of pairs of half-vortices occurs on line ce
(both transitions belong to the BKT universality class), and
the phase transition related to solitons on line bd. On segment
cd, this must be an Ising-type transition, while on segment bc,
the soliton free energy vanishes when the logarithmic
interaction of half-vortices is not strong enough to bind the
half-vortices into pairs. Hence, in this case, the transition
must occur directly to the disordered phase, but in a way that
differs from that on line ab.
It can be expected that this is a first-order phase
transition. The results of numerical simulations suggest that
various modifications of the interaction in the XY model that
increase the fugacity of vortices [243 ± 246] (i.e., reduce the
core energy) or a direct increase in the density of the twodimensional Coulomb gas [247] transform the BKT transition
into a first-order phase transition. The same conclusion can
be drawn from attempts at a self-consistent generalization of
the renormalization-group approach to the region of high
fugacities [248±251].
In the model under study, a decrease in K leads to the
possibility of the core splitting into two half-vortices connected by a soliton, which may in turn fluctuate. Clearly, this
reduces the effective free energy of the core and, accordingly,
helps change the order of the transition to the first. From (18)
and (62), we can expect that the value of the helicity modulus
G on segment bc in the low-temperature phase gradually
changes from 2=pT at point b to 8=pT at point c.
A phase diagram with a similar topology emerges if we use
a generalization of the Migdal ± Kadanoff recursive procedure [252, 253] based on limiting the number of parameters
that describe the interaction [45]. Such a modification of this
method (whose standard version ignores the BKT transition
[76]) can be used to describe systems with a U(1) degeneracy.
The proposed structure of the phase diagram was also
confirmed by numerical simulations [254].
The line K  0 corresponds to the transition of the
junctions into the p-state. When this line is crossed, the
ground states change their structure. In the case of a square
lattice, this transformation consists in the relative
p rotation
p of
the variables jj belonging to two different 2  2 sublattices by p. A change of variables corresponding to this
rotation allows verifying that the form of the partition
function is independent of the sign of K, with the result that
the complete phase diagram of the XY model with the
modified interaction and a square lattice is reflectionsymmetric with respect to the line K  0.

8. Two-dimensional superfluid Fermi liquid
with p-pairing
In the Bardeen ± Cooper ± Schrieffer (BCS) approximation,
the minimum of the free energy of a two-dimensional
superfluid Fermi liquid with p-pairing is attained in two
different phases, axial and planar [50 ± 52]. The choice
between them depends on the specific features of the
interaction, which manifest themselves in the next-order
diagrams in Tc =eF [49]. Experimental studies of superfluidity
and phase transitions in 3 He films whose thickness is
comparable to the coherence length were carried out in
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Refs [255 ± 260], and a transition to the superfluid state of a
subatomic 3He film on the surface of a thin 4He film was
observed in Ref. [261].

8.1 The axial phase
The order parameter in the axial phase has the form
1

2

Aak  Dda wk  iwk  ;
where D is a real number, da is a unit vector in the spin (three1
2
dimensional) space, and wk and wk are mutually perpendicular unit vectors in the orbital (two-dimensional) space [51].
It is convenient to parameterize the position of the vectors
1
2
wk and wk by introducing a phase j and expressing the
1
2
combination wk  iwk in terms of two fixed orthonorma0
00
lized vectors wk and wk in the orbital space:
Aak  Dda wk0  ilwk00  exp ij ;

66

where l  ^zw 1  w 2   1 is the orbital number and ^z is
the unit vector normal to the surface. The degeneracy space of
order parameter (66) is S2  S1 =Z2   Z2 , where the twodimensional sphere S2 is spanned by d, the one-dimensional
sphere S1 is spanned by j, and the quotient of the direct
product S2  S1 over Z2 is taken because the pairs of variables
d; j and ÿd; j  p correspond to the same value of Aak . If
we take the spin ± orbit (dipole) coupling
a
Edip
ÿ

a
gdip

2

d^z2

67

into account, the degeneracy space is reduced to S1  Z2 .
Considering only the orbital part of the order parameter
of the axial phase, Stein and Cross [262] concluded that two
types of topological excitations exist in this phase: vortices,
going around which changes j by 2p, and domain walls
separating the regions with l  1. Therefore, the system may
undergo two phase transitions, of the BKT and Ising
universality classes.
Halsey [21] demonstrated that in the axial phase, vorticity
can be distributed continuously over a domain wall. In other
words, fractional vortices with arbitrary topological charges
may form on the domain walls without being bound into
pairs. The analysis in Section 4.3 shows that this must lead to
the loss of coherence between the fluctuations of the phase on
both sides of the wall at arbitrarily low temperatures. As
discussed in Section 4.3, the phase transition related to the
vortex-pair dissociation must then occur at a temperature
that is definitely lower than that of the Ising-type phase
transition related to disordering in the orbital number l.
If we take into account that the spin part of order
parameter (66) may also change, the textures that locally
minimize the energy should then include, in addition to
vortices and domain walls, solitons Ð linear objects inside
which the vector d changes its direction (in passing through
the dipole-energy maximum) but the phase j remains
constant [49]. A soliton separates the regions with oppositely
directed vectors d, which is equivalent to the values of j
differing by p. The soliton width is of the order of the dipole
a
, and the characteristic energy (per
length xdip  Kd =gdip
length equal to width) is of the order of Kd , where Kd is one
of the coefficients in the expression for the gradient energy
a

Egrad

Kj
Kd
Hk d a  2 
Hk j2 :
2
2
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We note that solitons are not unremovable topological
singularities, because they separate regions of the order
parameter values that can be transformed into each other
by a continuous transformation. Therefore, in contrast to
domain walls, solitons may have endpoints. As in the
A-phase of three-dimensional 3He [263] and in the modified
XY model examined in Section 7, a soliton may end on a
vortex with a half-integer topological charge. According to
the results in Section 7.2, this allows a scenario in which
the phase transition related to vortex-pair dissociation
splits into two separate transitions, one (at T  TS  Kd )
related to soliton formation (which at low temperatures
behave as domain walls of the Ising type) and the other (at
T  Thv  Kj =4) to the dissociation of bound pairs of halfvortices.
In the BCS approximation, Kd  Kj , which at a first
glance makes the scenario with TS < Thv impossible. One
must bear in mind, however, that fluctuations of the threedimensional vector d may lead to a substantial renormalization of Kd [264] when we proceed from scales of the order of
the coherence length x to scales of the order of xdip , on which
renormalization is terminated (we assume that xdip 4 x, as is
the case for superfluid 3He). In this case, the phase transition
related to the vanishing of the soliton free energy occurs at
TS  Kd = ln xdip =x (cf. Ref. [265]). The condition xdip 4 x
suggests that this phase transition occurs at a temperature
sufficiently low for the soliton endpoints to be bound (via a
logarithmic interaction proportional to Kj ) into small-size
pairs [45].
We emphasize that the effective strength of the spin ±
orbit coupling can be reduced by a magnetic field [53]. In
the two-dimensional axial phase, as in its three-dimensional
analog (i.e., in the A-phase of superfluid 3He), the part of
the free energy that depends on the orientation of the order
parameter and is related to the magnetic field H can be
written as
w
a
 dH2 :
Emagn
2
Comparison with (67) shows that when H k ^z, applying a
a
eff
magnetic field is equivalent to replacing gdip
with gdip

a
eff
gdip
ÿ wH 2 . As the magnitude of the field grows, gdip
a
decreases and vanishes at H  gdip
=w. The value of xdip also
increases in an appropriate manner and finally becomes
infinite, which makes it possible to lower TS as much as
needed.
At T > TS , the system is in a phase in which the pair
correlation function of the order parameter Aak decays
exponentially, but the superfluid density remains finite
(because fluctuations of d do not lead to a renormalization
of Kj ). In particular, this ensures a power-law decay of the
four-point correlation function
Aak r1  Aak 0 r1  Abk r2  Abk 0 r2 
 

/ exp 2i j r1  ÿ j r2 

:

In the absence of a spin ± orbit coupling, such a phase can
exist at an arbitrarily low temperature. Due to fluctuations in
the spin part of the order parameter, the symmetry with
respect to rotation of the phase by p is restored, and therefore
further disordering proceeds via dissociation of pairs of halfvortices rather than vortices. As a result, the ratio of the
superfluid density to the temperature in the phase transition
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into the completely disordered state is four times larger [49],
2

rs Thv  8 2m3

;
68
h
Thv
p 
than in the case where the transition is related to the
dissociation of pairs of ordinary vortices, as was assumed in
Ref. [262].
If we recall that the above-mentioned disordering in l
occurs at even higher temperatures, we can conclude that in
the presence of a weak spin ± orbit coupling, the transition
from the axial phase to the completely disordered phase
consists of three subsequent phase transitions (two Ising
transitions and a BKT transition between them [49]). If the
condition needed for the weak-coupling approximation to be
applicable is satisfied Tc 5 eF , all these transitions occur in
a narrow neighborhood of Tc (the transition temperature in
the BCS approximation), because only at
Tc ÿ T Tc

eF
Tc
do the constants in the expression for the gradient energy
become comparable with T.
A Monte Carlo simulation of the lattice model of the axial
phase that ignored the dipole interaction confirmed (see
Ref. [266]) the presence of two phase transitions. As the
temperature decreases, first comes the transition of the Ising
type, which can be detected by the divergence of specific heat,
and then comes the BKT transition related to the emergence
of quasiordering in exp 2ij.

8.2 The planar phase
The order parameter of the planar phase can be written as
Aak  DRak 0 dk 0 k ÿ z^k 0 z^k  exp ij ;

69

where Rak is a matrix of three-dimensional rotations. Because
of the presence of the projecting factor dk 0 k ÿ z^k 0 z^k , the
index k takes only two values. Such a projection leads to a
situation in which the same value of Aak can be represented in
form (69) in two different ways, with different matrices Rak
and with phases j that differ by p. Therefore, the degeneracy
space of order parameter (69) has the SO 3  S1 =Z2
structure, where SO(3) is spanned by Rak , the circle S1 is
spanned by j, and the quotient over Z2 reflects the ambiguity
mentioned above.
The situation with the planar phase is totally similar to the
situation with the axial phase described in Section 8.1 (if we
ignore the presence of an additional discrete degree of
freedom in the axial phase). The gradient energy separates
into terms related to Rak and j. In the absence of a spin ± orbit
coupling, only the rigidity related to j (superfluid density) is
not renormalized to zero. The pair correlation function of the
order parameter then decays exponentially, but the superfluid
density rs remains finite. As rs decreases to the value
determined by (68), a transition to the completely disordered
states occurs (this transition is related to the dissociation of
half-vortex pairs).
The dipole energy in the planar phase depends on the
matrix Rak of a three-dimensional rotation, which can be
conveniently parameterized in the standard way [267, 268],
i.e., using a vector n that specifies the direction of rotation and
an angle y of that rotation. Then, the expression for the dipole
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energy that follows from Leggett's general formula [269]
becomes [49]
(

2 )
1
3
4
pl
pl
2
2
Edip  gdip
cos y 
1 ÿ cos ynk  cos y
; 70
3
8
3
where nk  n ÿ n^z^z is the projection of n on the plane. The
minimum of (70) is attained at cos y  0 and n  ^z. All the
values of Aak that minimize (70) can be specified by the
same matrix Rak (the rotation by p=2 around ^z) and various
values of the phase. This means that the degeneracy space
reduces to S1 .
In the planar phase, as in the axial one, the fact that
the dipole interaction is finite leads to the existence of
solitons [49]. In this case, the vector n reverses its direction
inside a soliton (which is again equivalent to the rotation of
the phase by p). If xdip 4 x, then, due to the non-Abelian
nature of the SO(3) group, the constant in the gradient energy
that is responsible for fluctuations in Rak (and, eventually, for
the characteristic soliton energy) is strongly renormalized by
the fluctuations, just as it is in the axial phase. The
corresponding renormalization-group equations can be
found in the work by Azaria et al. [270, 271], devoted to the
study of noncollinear antiferromagnets.
In view of all this, in the planar phase, too, there emerges a
situation in which the first transition to occur as the
temperature increases is related to the vanishing of the
soliton free energy and is of the Ising type. This is the
transition to a phase with an exponential decay of the
correlation functions of Aak but with a finite superfluid
pl
 0, the existence range of this phase extends
density (at gdip
to absolute zero). As the temperature increases further, a
second phase transition, related to vortex-pair dissociation,
emerges. The value of the discontinuity in the superfluid
density in this transition is given by the same formula (68).
For the same reasons as in the case of the axial phase, both
phase transitions must occur at temperatures that are fairly
close to the transition temperature in the BCS approximation.
In the case of the planar phase, the anisotropic part of the
magnetic energy can be written as
w
pl
 ÿ Ha Ra j z^j 2 ;
Emagn
2
which for H k ^z is reduced to
2

w
pl
 ÿ H 2 cos y ÿ 1 ÿ cos ynk2  ;
Emagn
2
implying that in this case, the soliton energy also decreases
when a magnetic field is applied to the system, and this assists
the splitting of the phase transition even if there is no splitting
in the absence of a field.

9. The XY model with a random phase shift
As already noted in Section 3.1, if the number of flux quanta
per unit cell is an integer, a Josephson junction array can be
described by the nonfrustrated XY model. This means that all
the Ai j variables in the Hamiltonian
X
H
V jj ÿ ji ÿ Ai j 
71
i j

can then be simultaneously set equal to zero by a gauge
transformation. However, such simplification is possible

Figure 19. A square array formed by randomly displaced Josephson
junctions.

only if the geometric structure of the array is ideally
regular. But if the areas of the different cells differ from
each other randomly, all the Ai j cannot vanish simultaneously even if the mean number of flux quanta per cell is
an integer. In such a situation, the Ai j can be considered
frozen (i.e., not fluctuating) random variables with a zero
mean:
Ai j  0 :
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In this case, the model in (71) is commonly called the XY
model with positional disorder [63] or with a random phase
shift [58]. In (72) and below, averaging over frozen disorder
(i.e., over the distribution of Ai j ) is denoted by an overline.
If the variation of the areas of the array cells is caused by
displacements in the positions of the Josephson junctions,
while the positions of the lattice sites remain unchanged (as
shown in Fig. 19), the random variables Ai j can be considered
independent of each other. But if the positions of the array
sites fluctuate [63, 272 ± 274], the variables Ai j are characterized by short-range correlations, which, however, does not
lead to any drastic changes. Therefore, to simplify matters in
what follows, we assume that the variables Ai j are independent. Analytic calculations are usually done under the
assumption that the distribution of the Ai j is Gaussian and
can be characterized by a single parameter s that determines
the distribution width:
A2i j  s :

73

The limit s ! 1 corresponds to a uniform distribution of
Ai j . This version of model (71) is known as gauge glass [275].
Model (71) ± (73) with V y  ÿJ cos y was first proposed
by Rubinstein, Shraiman, and Nelson [54]. They used it to
describe planar magnets in which the interaction of magnetic
impurities is mediated by nonmagnetic impurities (the
random Dzyaloshinsky ± Moriya interaction [64, 65]). Only
later was it found (by Granato and Kosterlitz [63]) that this
model could also be used to describe Josephson junction
arrays with positional disorder in the presence of an external
magnetic field. According to Nelson [276], a similar model
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can be used to describe dislocation-mediated melting of twodimensional crystals with frozen density inhomogeneities
(i.e., impurity atoms).
In contrast to the frozen fluctuations of the coupling
constant, which are certainly irrelevant for weak disorder
[54] but may change the order of transition to the first for
strong disorder [277, 278], strong positional disorder leads to
the total destruction of the low-temperature ordered phase.

9.1 The random potential
In terms of vortices, the presence of randomly distributed
phase shifts Ai j manifests itself through the generation of a
random potential vR dependent on Ai j . Each variable Ai j can
then be assigned a frozen vortex dipole, and vR is the sum of
the potentials of all such dipoles, which may be considered
uncorrelated. Because the dipole potential falls off as 1=R in
the two-dimensional world, the square of vR averaged over
the disorder is found to diverge logarithmically as the system
size increases [54].
If the interaction in (71) is chosen in the Berezinskii ±
Villain form (see Section 2.3), vR can be found exactly for
any values of Ai j . The partition function corresponding to
Hamiltonian (71) then becomes the partition function of a
two-dimensional Coulomb gas described by the Hamiltonian
HCg 

X
1 X
mR1 G0 R1 ÿ R2 mR2 ÿ
vR mR ;
2 R ;R
R
1

74

2

where the potential vR is a Gaussian random quantity with
zero mean, and the correlations of this quantity at different
sites of the dual lattice depend on the distance between the
sites in the same way as the bare interaction of vortices [59]:
vR  0 ;

vR1 vR2  sJG0 R1 ÿ R2  ;

75

which implies that the correlation function
U R1 ÿ R2   vR1 ÿ vR2 2

76

diverges logarithmically as jR1 ÿ R2 j ! 1. For instance, in
the case of a square lattice [56],
U R  4psJ 2 ln jRj :

77

The same relation holds for the continuous version of the
model, obtained when a random vector potential Aa r with
Aa r Ab r 0   sdab d r ÿ r 0 
is included in (2). The difference vR1 ÿ vR2 on the right-hand
side of Eqn (76) is simply the disorder-induced contribution
to the energy of the vortex pair that consists of a positive
vortex located at R1 and a negative vortex located at R2 . We
note that the presence of disorder does not change the form
of the function G0 R describing the vortex interaction.

9.2 Disorder and the emergence of decoupled vortices
A phase transition in the conventional XY model is related to
the emergence of free vortices (i.e., vortices not bound into
pairs) caused by thermal fluctuations. We now consider
whether a Gaussian-distributed random potential whose
parameters are determined by (75) can also generate single
vortices even if there are no thermal fluctuations.
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To consistently take the logarithmic divergence of various
quantities into account, we assume that the system has a finite
linear size L. This makes both the part of the vortex energy
not related to disorder,
Ev L  pJ ln L ;

78

and the width of the distribution
e L  J 2ps ln L1=2

79

of the random contribution to this energy vR (which depends
on the position R of the vortex core) finite.
Comparison of (78) with (79) shows that in the limit as
L ! 1, the typical value of vR becomes negligible compared
to Ev L. But this does not mean that spontaneous vortex
formation is impossible. To see whether creation of a vortex is
energy-advantageous, we must compare the self-energy Ev L
of the vortex not with the typical value of vR for the given L
but with the maximum value of vR for the given realization of
the random potential, i.e., the maximum gain in the energy,
vmax  max fvR g, to which the vortex formation can lead.
The simplest estimate for this quantity can be obtained by
ignoring the correlations of vR at the different sites of the dual
lattice, i.e., assuming that the N  L2 variables vR are
independent random quantities characterized by the same
Gaussian distribution,


1
v2
p v  p exp ÿ 2 ;
2e
2p e
whose width is determined by (79) and, hence, depends on
the number of variables. In this approximation, the system
under consideration is equivalent to the so-called random
energy model [279] and the distribution of vmax can be found
exactly:
 vmax
Nÿ1
P vmax   Np vmax 
dV p V
:
80
ÿ1

By finding the derivative of ln P vmax , we can establish (see
Ref. [60]) that for N 4 1, the peak of distribution (80) is at
p
0
vmax  vmax
 2 ln N e
81
and is relatively narrow:

1=2
1
1
0 2
v
ÿ
v


;
max
max
0
2
ln
N
vmax
0

and hence the mean value of vmax is close to vmax .
Substituting (79) in (81) shows that vmax logarithmically
diverges as the system becomes larger [60]:
vmax L  J 8ps1=2 ln L ;
and therefore the mean energy of a vortex that appears at a
lattice position that is most favorable for this is given by

 1=2 
s
ln L ;
Emin L  Ev L ÿ vmax L  pJ 1 ÿ
s0
where s0  p=8. When s < s0 , the proper energy of the
vortex is dominant, and formation of a vortex (in the limit
as L ! 1) requires infinite energy. On the other hand, when
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s > s0 , the creation of a vortex at the optimal position
reduces the system energy, with the result that spontaneous
vortex formation [58, 60, 61] is guaranteed to occur. A similar
approach was used in Ref. [280] to analyze the creation of
dislocations in a two-dimensional crystal interacting with a
random potential.
Taking the correlations between the values of the random
potential at different sites into account reduces the relative
spread of the variables vR , and therefore the above estimate
for vmax L should be interpreted as an upper bound. This
means that at s < s0 at least, the system is stable under the
disorder-induced spontaneous formation of vortices at zero
temperature. To verify that such an instability does arise at
large values of s, we must find a lower bound for vmax , which
is also logarithmic.
One way to do this is to separate the contributions to vR
from different scales [60]. We partition our system consisting
of N  L2 sites into M 4 1 equal parts and examine the
contribution to the random potential generated inside each
part by all the other subsystems. To estimate this contribution
to the random potential, we replace each of the M ÿ 1
subsystems (surrounding the given subsystem) with a random dipole.
The width of the distribution of these random dipoles is
N=M1=2 times larger than s 1=2 , i.e., that of the distribution
of `elementary' random dipoles associated with the variables
Ai j . Because the linear size of each subsystem exceeds the
lattice constant by the same factor and the dipole potential
falls off as 1=R, the two factors N=M1=2 in the expression for
the potential cancel and we return to the same problem, but
with the number of sites N replaced by the number of
subsystems M.
Hence, if we select a subsystem inside which the value of
the random potential generated by the other subsystems is at
its maximum, the mean value of this potential is determined
by the same function vmax l (where l  M 1=2 ), which,
generally speaking, we seek. However, in this approach, we
still have the possibility to further optimize the position of the
vortex, now inside the subsystem selected at the earlier stage.
This optimization can be carried out by the same procedure,
which leads to one more term, equal to vmax l, being added
to the potential. Clearly, if the complete system consists of
N 4 M sites, the procedure can be repeated ln N= ln M 
ln L= ln l times, which leads to the choice of the site with
1
vR  vmax

ln L
L 
vmax l :
ln l

As a result, we have constructed an explicit algorithm for
selecting the site with a sufficiently large value of the random
potential, which proved to be logarithmically dependent on
the size of the system. Because this algorithm does not allow
determining the site with the truly largest value of vR , the
1
function vmax L constructed in this manner is a lower bound
for vmax . The logarithmic dependence of this estimate on L
proves that as L ! 1, we indeed have vmax / ln L, and hence
there exists a critical value of s, exceeding which allows the
formation of vortices not bound into pairs to occur [60].
The argument based on comparing the different contributions to the vortex energy does not take thermal fluctuations
into account and can be used directly only in the zerotemperature limit. At finite temperatures, we must also
account for the entropy contribution to the free energy of
the vortex, which in the case of a homogeneous system is
logarithmic (see Section 2.2). For an inhomogeneous system,

the entropy of a single vortex is

X

vmax ÿ vR
Sv L  ÿ ln
:
exp ÿ
T
R
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Because the difference between the values of the random
potential at different points increases with the distance
between the points, we can expect that the result of
summation in Eqn (82) is determined only by a certain
neighborhood of the point at which the value of v R is
maximum, i.e., equal to vmax , and therefore Sv L does not
contain a contribution that increases as ln L. This would
mean that the critical value of s at low temperatures must
remain the same as at T  0.

9.3 Vortex pairs and renormalization
of the helicity modulus
As shown in Section 2.4, the presence of bound pairs of
vortices reduces the effective rigidity and, hence, narrows the
existence range of the phase in which all vortices are bound
into pairs. We now see how this mechanism operates in the
presence of a random potential.
From the physical interpretation of expression (14) for the
weight factor for a pair of vortices, it follows that in the
presence of a random potential, this expression can be
replaced with
W R1 ; R2 




1
 Y 2 exp ÿ G 0 ÿ G R1 ÿ R2  ÿ vR1  vR2 ;
T

83

where to the self-energy of a vortex pair we have added the
energy of its interaction with the potential. Averaging (83)
over fluctuations of the random potential and substituting the
result in (16) shows (see Ref. [54]) that in this case, the
correction to the helicity modulus related to vortex pairs
converges only if
2pJ 2psJ 2
> 4;
ÿ
T2
T

84

i.e., in the temperature range
Tÿ J; s < T < T J; s ;

85

where



1=2 
s
;
T J; s  2Js0 1  1 ÿ
s0

86

and diverges as
T ! T J; s  0 :
The same divergence manifests itself when we use the
replica formalism, which consists in averaging the partition
function of n identical replicas of the system over the disorder,
which in the limit n ! 0 is equivalent to averaging the free
energy [281 ± 283]. In the replica representation, the interaction of the charges comprising a Coulomb gas, G0ab R,
depends not only on the distance R between the charges but
also on the numbers a and b of the replicas to which the
charges belong [54]:


sJ
G0ab R  G0 R dab ÿ
:
T
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Clearly, the combination on the left-hand side of (84) is
simply the prelogarithmic factor in the expression for the
energy of a neutral pair of charges belonging to the same
replica.
It follows from (85) and (86) that not only a rise but also a
drop in temperature suppresses the helicity modulus, even if
the disorder is weak. The discovery of this fact, together with
a modification of the Kosterlitz renormalization group based
on it, led Rubinstein, Shraiman, and Nelson [54] to the
conclusion that even when the disorder is very weak, there
must be a reentrant transition into the disordered state in the
system. However, this statement has not been confirmed by
later experimental studies of Josephson junction arrays with
positional disorder [272] or by the results of numerical
simulation of the respective XY model [272 ± 274]. Moreover, it contradicts a theorem proved by Ozeki and Nishimori
[284] (see Section 9.4).
An attempt to account for the corrections to G of higher
orders in Y than the one studied in Ref. [54] demonstrated the
presence of a new divergence [56] in each next order in the
expansion in Y 2 , which, it would seem, should be applicable
in the region where the ordered phase exists. The occurrence
of these divergences becomes especially evident when we use
the replica approach, within which this phenomenon is due to
the existence not only of neutral pairs consisting of single
charges (belonging to the same replica) but also of more
complicated objects, or neutral pairs formed by many-particle
complexes consisting of k > 1 bound charges of the same sign
belonging to different replicas. The prelogarithmic factor in
the expression for the energy of a pair of such complexes is
given by [55,56]


J
sJ 2
2p
k ÿ 2 k2 ;
T
T
which implies that for any values of the parameters, the
corrections to G corresponding to large values of k are
divergent.
The presence of such a set of divergences means (see
Ref. [56]) that either there is no ordered phase at all (and its
observations in [272 ± 274] should be interpreted as a finitesize effect) or such a phase cannot be found by the method
proposed in [54] and developed in [55 ± 57]. It turns out that
the problems are rooted in the use of the formal expansion
in powers of the fugacity Y, whereas a more adequate
approach is to use the expansion in the vortex-pair
concentration [59].
From the physical standpoint, it is understandable that
the simplest correction to the interaction of vortices in the
ordered phase (if such a phase exists at all) is a correction from
bound vortex pairs, which is proportional to their density.
The contributions of different pairs to this correction can then
be considered uncorrelated.
In the presence of a random potential, the function
S R1 ; R2 , which according to (11) determines the magnitude
of the fluctuation-induced correction to the interaction of the
Coulomb-gas charges, is given by the irreducible part of the
correlation function of the charges of this gas [54, 59]:
S R1 ; R2   hmR1 mR2 i ÿ hmR1 ihmR2 i :

87

In the absence of disorder, we have hmR i  0, and the second
term on the right-hand side of (87) vanishes. Expression (87)
can also be represented in the form of the second derivative of
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the free energy [59]:
S R1 ; R2   ÿT

q2 F
:
qvR1 qvR2

88

We note that both (87) and (88) are exact expressions.
Deriving them involves no approximations or averaging
over the disorder.
In the lowest order in the concentration of vortex pairs,
the contributions to the right-hand side of Eqn (88) provided
by different pairs can be assumed to be independent. Hence,
in calculating S R1 ; R2 , we can ignore the interaction
between charges belonging to different pairs. In this
approximation, the partition function of the Coulomb gas
in the phase where all charges form bound pairs can be
approximated by the expression [59]
Y 
89
ZCg 
1  W R1 ; R2   W R2 ; R1  ;
R1 ; R2 

where W R1 ; R2  has form (83), and the product is over all
pairs of the dual lattice sites.
The structure of (89) assumes that three possibilities are
considered for each pair of sites R1 ; R2 : the absence of a
vortex pair, the presence of a vortex with the topological
charge 1 at R1 and a vortex with the opposite charge at R2 ,
and the presence of a vortex pair with the opposite polarization. Partition function (89) accounts for the interaction of all
vortices with a random potential and for the interaction of the
vortices belonging to the same pair. It does not account only
for the interaction of vortices belonging to different pairs.
Substituting FCg  ÿT ln ZCg in (88) and finding the
derivatives with respect to vR1 and vR2 , we can represent
S R1 ; R2  (for R1 6 R2 ) as
S R1 ; R2   ÿ2W R; v ;
where R  R1 ÿ R2 , v  vR1 ÿ vR2 , and


T q
W R; v ÿ W R; ÿv
W R; v  ÿ
;
2 qv 1  W R; v  W R; ÿv

90

91

with W R; v given by (83). At the same time, the form of
S R1 ; R2  at R1  R2 follows from the relation
X
S R1 ; R2   0 ;
R2

reflecting the fact that all vortices are bound into neutral
pairs. The random variable v  vR1 ÿ vR2 that enters (90) and
(91) is characterized by a Gaussian distribution whose width
is determined by (77) and depends only on the difference
R  R1 ÿ R2 but not on R1 and R2 separately.
Substituting (90) in (11), we find that in the presence of a
random potential, we must replace W R with W R; v in
expression (16) for the correction to the helicity modulus:
dG  ÿ

2p2 G 2 X 2
R W R; v :
T
R

92

In the limit as R ! 1, the result of averaging W R; v
over the disorder is characterized by a power-law behavior
[59]:
W R; v  B T R ÿK T  ;

93
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but the temperature dependence of the parameters in (93)
proves to be essentially different. For T > T J; s  2Js,


2
J sJ 2
B T  ;
94
K T   2p
ÿ 2 ;
T
T T
while for T < T J; s,
B T 

pT=T
1
p ;
sin pT=T  pJ 2s ln R

K T 

p
:
2s

95

The temperature dependences described by Eqns (94)
coincide with those found by Rubinstein et al. [54]. In terms
of the above approach, the approximation used in Ref. [54]
amounts to replacing the denominator on the right-hand side
of (91) with unity. A more consistent analysis shows that such
an approach is justified only at T > T , while at T < T , the
complete denominator must be taken into account. Interestingly, an attempt to expand
1
1  W R; v  W R; ÿv
in a power series in W R; v  W R; ÿv, i.e., in powers of Y 2 ,
leads to the reproduction of the entire set of divergences
discovered in Refs [55, 56]. Thus, the use of the expansion in
the concentration of vortex pairs is simply an effective way of
summing this set of divergences.

9.4 Structure of the phase diagram
Substituting (93) ± (95) in (91) shows that at T > T J; s, the
correction to the helicitypmodulus
 becomes divergent at
T  T J; s  2Js0 1  1 ÿ s=s0  (i.e., on line CD in
Fig. 20), while at lower temperatures T < T J; s, the
convergence domain is limited by the line s  s0  p=8 (line
AC in Fig. 20) parallel to the temperature axis [58, 59].
This determines the stability range of the ordered phase
in the limit of zero fugacity (which corresponds to a high
core energy). But if the core energy is not very high (or is
zero), we must take the renormalization effects into account,
s

p=8

A

B

C

E

D
p=2

T=J

Figure 20. In the limit of zero fugacity, the stability region of the ordered
phase is located below the line ABCD. Renormalization effects lead to a
shift of the curved part of the phase transition line into the region of lower
temperatures.
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which narrows the range of stability of the ordered phase.
Because only the helicity modulus is renormalized in this
approximation, while the parameter s characterizing the
disorder remain unchanged [59], the position of the lowtemperature part of the phase transition line s  s0  must
remain the same, while the curved part of this line CD is
shifted toward lower temperatures BE. The structure of the
phase diagram shown in Fig. 20 agrees with the results of
both numerical simulations [272 ± 274, 285] and experimental
studies [272].
We recall that in examining the possibility of a single
vortex creation (see Section 9.2), we also arrived at the
conclusion that the critical value of s at low temperatures,
i.e., sc , is independent of the temperature. Furthermore, the
values of sc obtained by two methods coincide. At the same
time, taking additional terms in the renormalization-group
equations into account leads to the conclusion (see Refs [61,
62]) that at T < T , the value of s can be renormalized, which
in turn leads to a temperature dependence of sc in the lowtemperature region. But this conclusion contradicts a
theorem proved by Ozeki and Nishimori [284]. According to
this theorem, the phase transition line (if it exists) for T < Js
must be parallel to the temperature axis, and it is therefore
assumed in Fig. 20 that the renormalization effects shift the
singular point separating the phase transition line into two
parts from point C to point B where the line s  s0 intersects
the line T  Js.
The right-hand part of the phase transition line (segment
BE in Fig. 20) corresponds to values of the parameters at
which the denominator in (91) is irrelevant, and hence the
renormalization-group equations derived in Ref. [54] can be
used to describe the critical behavior on this line (see Refs [58,
61, 62]). They do not change the critical behavior compared to
the pure case s  0, but the magnitude of the jump in G at
the transition point becomes nonuniversal.
Carpentier and Le Doussal [286, 287] showed that the
description of the phase transition on the line AB in terms of
the renormalization of a finite number of parameters (e.g, s
and G ) is not truly meaningful because it does not embrace
the highly nontrivial renormalization of the distribution
function of the energy of the vortex core, which turns out
to be non-Gaussian. Explicitly taking such renormalization
into account has allowed these two researchers to demonstrate [287] that at T  0, the phase transition occurs at
s  s0  p=8, the value also following from simple estimates
that do not involve renormalization (see Section 9.2), but a
generalization of this result to T > 0 remains a subject of
future studies. The data of the numerical simulations done
by Maucourt and Grempel [285] show that in a broad
temperature range, 0:392 < sc T  < 0:393; in other words,
if there is a shift of sc in relation to s0  p=8  0:3927, it is
extremely small.
Interestingly, if the average number of flux quanta per cell
is half-integer, then even a very weak positional disorder
destroys the ordering of chiralities [288]. The effect of such
disorder is similar to that of a random field in the twodimensional Ising model, which, as is known [289 ± 292],
destroys the order, no matter how weak the disorder is.

10. Conclusion
The main goal of the present review was to give the reader an
idea about the wide scope of problems encountered in studies
of the nature and sequence of phase transitions in two-
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dimensional systems with continuous degeneracy in situations where knowing the symmetry of the system is not
enough to determine the number and type of the phase
transitions occurring in the system, and also about the
methods used to solve these problems.
The most adequate approach to the analysis of such
problems is to classify the topological excitations and to
study the mutual effect of the various classes of such
excitations. This allows establishing that even in systems
with the same symmetry-related degeneracy, various
sequences of phase transitions are possible, and that the
correct choice between them depends on the relations
between the coupling parameters and on the type of the
lattice. It often happens that the structure of ordering in the
low-temperature phase is related to lifting the accidental
degeneracy of the ground state by small fluctuations of the
continuous degrees of freedom. The review also discusses the
role of the interaction of point-like topological excitations
(vortices) with a random potential caused by geometric
inhomogeneities.
Without a doubt, the study of two-dimensional systems
with continuous degeneracy will be actively continued.
Today, we know the sequence of phase transitions only for a
very limited number of uniformly frustrated XY models
(some of which have been discussed in detail in the review),
and therefore it would very important to understand how
general the classification of possible scenarios [28] discussed
in Section 4.4 is. In particular, we still do not know how the
properties of the model with f  1=3 and a square lattice
established by numerical simulations [138] fit into this
classification.
No less interesting is the study of systems characterized by
glassy behavior at low temperatures [293 ± 295], occurring
despite the absence of any inhomogeneities. On the other
hand, studies on the effect of inhomogeneities on the properties of systems with combined degeneracy have so far been
focused on the fully frustrated XY model on a square lattice
[288, 296 ± 300]. However, it remains to be established
whether the results in these works are universal to some
degree or can be applied only to a specific model.
Thus, the spectrum of the problems requiring further
research is extremely broad.
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